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Front Covel" Figure Caption: Circulation schematic for generic North
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), with green lines for transports (in Sverdrups in
circles), a total of 18 Sv crossing the equator. Dark blue lines and symbols denote
bottom water, red lines upper layer replacement flows. Squares represent
sinking, hexagons entrainment, and triangles with dashed lines indicate slow water
mass modification of Antarctic Bottom Water (MBW). Light blue lines indicate a
separate mid-latitude path for Lower NADW (LNADW), 8 Sv, composed of 2 Sv
modified MBW, 3 Sv Denmark Straits Overfow, and 3 Sv of entrained upper or
intermediate layer replacement flow. There are 6 Sv of Middle NADW
(MNADW), composed of 2 Sv modified MBW, 2 Sv Iceland-Scotland Overfow
and 2 Sv entrained upper or intermediate layer replacement flow. Upper NADW
(UNADW) is taken to be a result of 4 Sv convection in the Labrador Sea, with
some mixing with modified Mediterranean Outflow Water.
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Abstract
This is the first volume of a "final report" that summarizes, often in a speculative
vein, what I have learned over the past 35 years or so about large-scale, low-frequency
ocean currents, primarily with support from the Office of Naval Research (ONR). I was
also fortunate to have been partially supported by the National Science Foundation,
and during the preparation of this report, by the Clark Foundation.
This report is meant to be an informal, occasionally anecdotal, state-of-the-art
summary account of the World Ocean Circulation (WOC). Seemingly simple questions
about how ocean currents behave, such as where various brands of sea water are com-
ing from and going to, have been exciting and difficult research topics for many years.
This report is not remotely about "all" of the WOC, it is simply a set of comments
about what I have looked into. I believe that the results in this report, although pre-
sented in a personal way, are consistent with community wisdom. The report is in-
tended to be readable by non-specialists who have a basic scientific/technical back-
ground, especially in other oceanographic areas or meteorology or physics or the
geophysical disciplines, not just by specialists in physical oceanography. Anyone wish-
ing to get spun up on the observational basis for the WOC could use this report and
associated reference lists as a starting point.
Volume I concentrates on the North Atlantic Ocean although there is preliminary
discussion of global features. Highlights of this global summary are a new type of com-
posite schematic picture of the World Ocean Circulation in its "upper layers" (Figure I-
I) and new summaries (Figures I-12, 21, 91) of the global "thermohaline" circulation.
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I. Introduction
This is the first volume of a "final report" that summarizes, often in a speculativevein, what I have l arned over th  last 35 years or so about large-scale, low-fre-
quency ocean currents, primarily with support from the Office of Naval Research
(ONR). I was also fortunate to have been partially supported by the National Science
Foundation on a variety of earlier projects and, during the preparation of this report,
by the Clark Foundation. A one-page summary of my activities over the years is con-
tained in the Appendix. Many of my publications are contained in the references.
This description of the World Ocean Circulation (WOC) wil address the general
ocean circulation and mesoscale eddies, and also include occasional brief notes about
other scales of variability. There may also be a few remarks about future research
directions and problems as well as past accomplishments. The terms "general circula-
tion" or "mean flow" or "average current(s)" wil typically be used for large horizontal-
scale (hundred kilometers and larger, often basin scale), quasi-stationary flow patterns.
Mesoscale eddies typically have dimensions of 100-500 km, periods from days to, say,
a few hundreds of days or so, and are usually the strongest where the general circula-
tion (the primary mesoscale eddy energy source) is most intense. A Gulf Stream Ring
wil typically be about 250 km wide and propagating at a few centimeters per second,
so in passing through a fixed site would register a period of 60 days or so. However, the
term "mesoscale" can refer to one spatial dimension only, or be used without regard to
time scale. As an example, in the general circulation there are "permanent" currents
with a width that is order 100 km (mesoscale currents), but whose downstream dimen-
sion is roughly ocean-basin scale.
Perhaps the most common usage is simply to refer to mesoscale variability as
encompassing a period range of, say, 10 to 200 days, but without specific regard to
spatial scale. Secular scale would then be used for periods longer than mesoscale but
shorter than a climate scale or the temporal mean, and not seasonaL. The nomencla-
ture climatic-scale wil normally imply 1000 km or larger horizontal dimension and
time scales of a few years or longer. With respect to vertical scale, I wil normally dis-
cuss transports (in Sverdrups, == 106 m3 s-l) in layers, typically four of them: upper,
intermediate, deep, and near bottom. Property ranges for these layers wil be discussed
later. This report wil not seriously address semi-annual or seasonal or bi-annual time
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scales, or tides of any period, or, in general, fluctuations with period shorter than
mesoscale. Mixed-layer or near-surface processes wil not be discussed. The physical
oceanography of the coastal ocean or enclosed basins is similarly outside the scope of
this report.
The approach taken is primarily to synthesize diverse data-based results, obvi-
ously because I am an observationalist. There is, however, some discussion of how
numerical model results relate to data, a research area I have pioneered (Schmitz and
Holland, 1982, and following articles, see References). The association between eddies
and the general ocean circulation at mid-latitudes has been a topic of strong interest in
physical oceanography for several decades. We now have a comprehensive picture of
the problem, and are at least close to a first order description and explanation. Since
currents are themselves the primary source of eddies via instability mechanisms, the
eddy field is as geographical and regional as are oceanic mean flows. Data and some
specific numerical model runs can tend toward a similar geography. Eddy effects are
typically not a major component of the dynamics of the interior of subtropical gyres
but do contribute strongly to the dynamics of recirculations. This picture is a 100%
turnaround (Schmitz et ai., i 983) from the view originally developed on the basis of
the Aries Expedition that led to the formulation of the earliest cooperative, compara-
tively large group programs of the International Decade of Ocean Exploration: i.e.
MODEl and POLYMODE.2
This report is meant to be an informal, occasionally anecdotal, state-of-the-art
summary account of the WOC. Seemingly simple questions about how ocean currents
behave, such as where various brands of sea water are coming from and going to, have
been exciting and difficult research topics for many years. This report is not remotely
about "all" of the WOC, it is simply a set of comments about what I have looked into. I
believe that the results in this report, although presented in a personal way, are consis-
tent with community wisdom. The report is intended to be readable by non-specialists
who have a basic scientific/technical background, especially in other oceanographic
areas or meteorology or physics or the geophysical disciplines, not just by specialists in
physical oceanography. Anyone wishing to get spun up on the observational basis for
the WOC could use this report and associated reference lists as a starting point. This
i Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment
2loint U.S.-U.S.S.R. Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment (a combination of syllables of two earlier experiments, a U.S.S.R.
POLYGON experiment and a U.S. Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment, MODE).
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account is state of the art, so if a reader has basically no experience with the ocean
circulation, standard textbooks might be referred to as one reads along. Very little wil
be said about methodology, for various reasons, the most obvious of which are limita-
tions of space and time. Also, this topic has been the subject of a recent review
(Leaman, 1990). But in any event, methods are only the means to the end, the latter
being to learn what the ocean circulation is like, and to try to identify underlying
mechanism( s).
Volume I concentrates on the North Atlantic Ocean although there is a prelimi-
nary discussion of global features. Highlights of this preliminary global summary are a
new type of composite schematic picture of the WOC in its "upper layers" (Figure I-I)
and new summaries (Figures 1-12 and 1-91) of "thermohaline" interbasin circulations.
There are then discussions of subtropical and low-latitude and subpolar flow patterns
in the North Atlantic (new or updated summaries are presented in Figures 1-21, 1-22,
and 1-89), followed by a description of the large scale NADW (North Atlantic Deep
Water, see Table I-I for water mass abbreviations) thermohaline cell, and also interme-
diate water, and finally the eddy field. I have done but little personal research on either
very high or very low latitude flows, and this report wil be accordingly deficient. Vol-
ume II wil cover the Pacific and Indian Oceans, and Volume III wil consider the Ant-
arctic Circumpolar Current System and the South Atlantic Ocean in the context of a
composite Southern Ocean and include an updated global summary. Lately, I have
worked intensely on global exchanges (Schmitz, 1995) and this wil be a dominant
theme of Volume III, even to the extent of using interbasin and intergyre flow patterns
when intercomparing the properties of the eddy field in the World's Oceans (Schmitz,
1996). That is, since the general circulation is the primary mesoscale eddy energy
source in strong currents via a mixed barotropiclbaroclinic instabilty mechanism,
then the global characteristics of eddies can be related to the global similarities and
differences in strong current systems. Since the directly wind-forced circulations are
similar, the interbasin (thermohaline-related) circulations are where the global differ-
ences are found. This may lead to a somewhat different (global) picture of the coupling
between thermohaline and wind-driven flows and eddies. I may also use Volume III to
pick up loose ends from Volumes I and II.
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A schematic global summary map (Figure I-I) of many but obviously not all majorcurrent patterns in the upper ocean (encompassing the upper few hundred or a
thousand meters, say, including the region of sharpest vertical density (temperature)
contrast, the thermocline) wil be used as the starting point for introducing what wil
turn out to be a lot of nomenclature and definitions. However, instead of dwellng on
this topic all at once, it wil be handled piecemeal throughout the report. The color
coding scheme in Figure I-I is such that red lines denote flows associated with sub-
tropical circulations (15-40°, say), blue lines are used for subpolar and some polar
circulations (latitudes higher than 40°, say), and purple lines identify equatorial and
tropical current systems (latitudes less than 15°). A unique characteristic of Figure I-I,
which is itself a totally new presentation, is the green flow lines indicating intergyre
and interbasin exchanges. The major features of the world ocean circulation outlined
in this section wil be discussed in more detail throughout my report. The base map
used in Figure I-I is presented and discussed below.
An attempt was made in Figure I-I to reproduce as faithfully as possible the hori-
zontal dimensions of the current system components drawn. It should be understood
that many ocean currents are not adequately mapped on a 5 x 5 or even a 2 x 2 degree
grid because horizontal scales are shorter than this. In my opinion it is in the ocean
interior areas (except near the subtropical front) where 2 x 2° or 5 x 5° thinking might
apply. Boundary currents, or boundary current systems, along with special areas (equa-
torial, high latitude, frontal) are usually foci for critical and energetic ocean circulation
phenomena, and may typically have - 100 km width scales. Current systems right at
- -------------
the equator have a lot of vertical diversification even in the upper ocean, and what is
represented in Figure 1 includes the equatorial undercurrent-related flows but not
currents (including those at the sea surface, shown below) in other upper ocean depth
ranges in that area, or in general wherever vertical overlap is difficult to depict. Flow
patterns for the North and Tropical Indian Ocean are not present in Figure I-I because
they are special cases. With respect to the most general global features, there is a
quasi-stationary circulation pattern called a subtropical gyre occupying roughly the
entire width of all "other" ocean basins at mid latitudes (in Figure I-I), with approxi-
mate latitudinal extent 15-40°. Other general features are sub-basin-scale recircula-
tion gyres associated with western boundary current systems, subpolar and tropical
4 · World Ocean Circulation - Vol. i
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2. A Few Global Circulation Characteristics
Table I-I: Water mass abbreviations used in the text
Abbreviation Full Name
AABW
AAIW
CDW
DSOW
LNADW
LSW
MOW
MNADW
NACW
NADW
NSOW
SACW
SPMW
UNADW
Antarctic Bottom Water (generic)
Antarctic Intermediate Water (generic)
Circumpolar Deep Water (generic)
Denmark Straits Overflow Water
Lower North Atlantic Deep Water
Labrador Sea Water
Mediterranean Outflow Water
Middle North Atlantic Deep Water
North Atlantic Central Water (generic)
North Atlantic Deep Water (generic)
Nordic Seas Overflow Water (generic)
South Atlantic Central Water (generic)
Subpolar Mode Water
Upper North Atlantic Deep Water
gyres, equatorial undercurrents, and eastern boundary currents. Intergyre and
interbasin flows wil be a focus of my report, especially Volume III. A discussion of
basins other than the North Atlantic wil be contained in future volumes of this report,
and each wil start with an updated version of Figure I-I.
Subtropical Gyres are composed of strong narrow currents in their western
reaches involving poleward and eastward net flow, an "interior flow" returning water
equatorward, to some extent in "eastern boundary currents," with an "equatorial" or
southern branch flowing primarily westward. Subtropical Gyres, although existing on
basin-scale longitudinally, also tend to have sub-basin-scale gyres (recirculations) in
their western reaches (Figure I-I) and be populated by energetic eddies, including
current rings. Recirculations and mesoscale eddies can be interrelated, as discussed in
6 · World Ocean Circulation - Vol. I
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more detail below. The nomenclature WBCS (Western Boundary Current System)
includes the main boundary current(s) plus recirculations (quasi-stationary eddies),
and "energetic" mesoscale features by implication. In the North Atlantic, we have the
Gulf Stream System (GSS), composed of the Gulf Stream itself, a recirculation to the
south, a northern recirculating gyre, and a very energetic mesoscale eddy field. Sub-
tropical Gyres may interchange water with Subpolar Gyres as well as with Tropical
Current Systems. For example, in the North Atlantic, the upper layer replacement flow
for NADW formation has to move through low and subtropical latitudes and thence to a
Subpolar Current System.
There are also subpolar, polar (latitudes above, say, - 40°), tropical (at low lati-
tudes, i.e., less than 20° latitude), and equatorial current systems along with intergyre
and interbasin exchanges in Figure I-I. Figure I-I does not contain a tropical upper
layer gyre in the North or South Atlantic Oceans for simplicity. Flow patterns right at
the equator are an important research area in their own right (e.g., Leetmaa et al. ,
1981). In my opinion, deep as well as upper ocean circulation systems in the vicinity of
the equat0r-a-r-es.tr-eanat-f0r-fut-ufe-reseafeh-pri0rit-y,partieularly-wit-h-lespeet-
to vertical exchanges/transformations of water masses transiting this regime (see for
example, Friedrichs et al., 1994, and Schmitz, 1995). The polar circulation patterns in
the southern hemisphere, denoted by blue lines in Figure I-I, wil be called the Antarc-
tic Circumpolar Current System (ACCS). Figure I-I does not contain all of the polar
gyres "associated with" the ACCS.
The largest horizontal scale temperature (and other property) structures associ-
ated with most of the currents shown in Figure I-I are laid out in the atlas produced by
Levitus (1982). This atlas contains global- and basin-scale hydrographic features of the
oceans, and such figures need not be reproduced here. It should be noted that meso-
scale features may tend to be smoothed out or distorted in the Levitus atlas (Lozier et
aL., 1994, 1995). A significant point is that the broad range (-1.5° -7 29.5°C) of tem-
peratures encountered at the sea surface in figure 12 of Levitus (1982) is also the
vertical temperature range for the ocean (approximately), with circulations carrying
water of these temperatures and other properties from the mixed layer down through
the ocean depths to lower latitudes (Iselin, 1939), approximately along isopycnal
surfaces (Montgomery, 1938). This is a zero-order explanation (advective) of the T/S
(temperature/salinity) curve at many ocean locations. Water mass (or water type)
World Ocean Circulation - Vol. I · 7
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Figure 1-2: A meridional-vertical section of the subthermocline general (thermohaline) circulation
in the Atlantic Ocean, simplified from Wüst (1935) by Schmitz (1995). Zs denotes Subantarctic
Intermediate Water, Bs and BN bottom water south and north, To, T M, T u denote upper, middle
and lower deep water (North Atlantic Deep Water, NADW), M Mediterranean Water. The
stippled layer is the warm-water sphere. Depths in meters.
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Figure 1-3: A meridional silicate section across the Atlantic Ocean, adapted (smoothed and
simplified) from Reid (1994, his figure 5g). Silica contours in j1mol kg-I.
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Figure 1-4: Salinity contours (psu) on the e = 1.6° (a) and 2.0°C (b) sunaces, adapted from Worthington
and Wright (1970), here taken to represent LNADW.
conversion processes (formation, sinking, upwellng, mixing) may be significant mostly
in special areas. The classic picture of large-amplitude, uniform, large-scale upwellng
in the ocean interior has not been verified observationally (Toole et aL., 1994), espe-
cially when this upwellng is supposed to occur across the thermocline (Garrett, 1993;
Schmitz, 1995).
Various schematic charts and sections for some of the sub thermocline global scale
flow elements not shown in Figure 1-1 are contained in Figures 1-2 through I-IO. There
are interbasin exchanges in these figures, some of which may be associated with Figure
I-I. The classic thermohaline circulation picture based on an interpretation of data
from the MeteoT Expedition is shown in Figure 1-2 (taken from \Vüst, 1935, as simpli-
fied by Schmitz, 1995). Many elements of this schematic prevail as state-of-the-art
thinking in general terms to this day, a remarkable achievement. Figure 1-2 even in-
cludes indications of Mediterranean Outflow "Vater (MO\V) influence on Upper North
World Ocean Circulation - Vol. i · 9
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Atlantic Deep \Vater (UNAD\V) as well as "upwellng" of Lower North Atlantic Deep
"Vater (LNAD\V) (see Table I-I for a review of water mass names) to Middle North
Atlantic Deep \Vater (MNAD\V) near and beyond the equator (Friedrichs et aL., 1994;
McCartney, 1996; Schmitz, 1995) and subsequent incorporation into a generic NAD\V
approaching the ACCS. The definitions of the various brands of NAD\V may vary de-
pending upon author and data location. Generic NAD\V incorporated into the ACCS, a
complex process, is here taken to primarily become part of Circumpolar Deep \Vater
(CD"V) with minor exception. The connection of NAD\V to CD\V and CD"V to the deep
circulation in the Pacific and Indian Oceans is a crucial point (Lynn and Reid, 1968;
Mantyla and Reid, 1983, 1995; Reid and Lynn, 1971). Joe Reid's contributions domi-
nated my initial global perspective of the sub thermocline ocean circulation. Figure 1-2
contains subthermocline characteristics of the largest scale meridional cell in the
Atlantic Ocean, but the replacement path( s) for the renewal of NAD"V are not shown.
Figure 1-5: Salinity contours (psu) on the e = 2.4° (a) and 2.8°C (b) surfaces, adapted from Worthington
and Wright (1970), here taken to represent MNADW.
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Figure 1-6: Salinity contours (psu) on the e = 3.6° (a) and 4.0°C (b) surfaces, adapted from Worthington
and Wright (1970), here taken to represent UNADW
A meridional section of silcate through the Atlantic Ocean is shown in Figure 1-3,
taken from Reid (1994). The deeper pathways in Figure 1-2 and those implied in Figure
1-3 are also exhibited in Figures 1-4 through 1-6, which depict selected Salinity (8)
contours on potential temperature (e) surfaces, taken from the .Worthington and
.Wright (1970) atlas. These plates are organized from lower to higher e in three groups
with correspondence to the brands of NAD\V indicated in Figure 1-2. Lower NADW is
here taken to be the combination of Antarctic Bottom "Vater (AAB\V) entering the
western North Atlantic from the south (34.90:: 8:: 34.93 psu, practical salinity units)
and the densest element of Denmark Straits Overt1mv "Vater (DSOW) entering the
North Atlantic from the polar ocean (34.85 :: 8:: 34.90 psu), as characterized by the e,
8 distributions in Figures 4a and b. Figures 4a and b are for e = 1.6 and 2.0°C respec-
tively, and are taken to be representative of the range 1.0:: e:: 2.2°C. According to
McCartney (personal communication, 1996) this LNADW joins the D\VBC after execut-
ing a path down the east flank of the Bermuda Rise. Note that Pickart's (1992) sections
World Ocean Circulation - Vol. I · 11
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across the D'VBC in the Slope vVater region have a minimum e of about 2°C, so not
much LNADvV is present there on the definition used here. This point is discussed
further in Section 7, this volume of my report. Middle NAD'V (2.2 :: e:: 3.4°C) is here
taken to be a combination in the North Atlantic of overflow across the Iceland-Scotland
Ridge, as characterized by the (- 35.00 psu) S values in the northeast corner of Figure
5, with modified AABvV moving north on the eastern side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge; see
also McCartney et aL. (1991). Middle NAD'V is also influenced by the least dense DSO'V
and modified AABvV west of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Upper NAD'V (3.4 :: e:: 4.6°C)
may be characterized by the S distributions on e = 3.6° and 4.0°C in Figure 6. Labra-
dor Sea 'Vater (LSvV) and MOvV contribute to UNAD'V in Figure 6. Some MO'V could
contribute to LNAD'V and/or MNADvV formation by incorporation into the North Atlan-
tic Current and eventually, perhaps, either entering the nordic seas or in entrainment
)
)
....
"Warm" Upper Layer
"Deep" Water
"Cold" Water Path
---~
o
~
Arctic Interchange
Upwellng
Sinking
Figure 1-7: A map of the pathways and transports for NADW formation and renewal, adapted and
modified from Gordon (1986) by Schmitz (1995). Transports in circles in Sverdrups.
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Figure 1-8: A two-layer thermohaline conveyor belt summary taken schematically from Broecker (1987,
1991) by Schmitz (1995).
Table 1-2: Typical potential density ranges for various layers
Layer (j Range (kg m-3)
(je -: 26.8Upper
"Upper Intermediate" 27.0 ~ (je~ 26.8
27.5 ~ (je ~ 26.8
27.8 ~ (je~ 27.5
:; 27.8
"Total Intermediate"
Deep
Bottom
as the overt1ow waters plunge down the slope (discussed in following sections of this
report).
Early versions of various global pathways for the replacement of NAD\V are shown
in Figures 1-7 and 1-8. Figure 1-7 is taken from an adaptation of Gordon (1986) by
World Ocean Circulation - Vol. I · 13
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2. A Few Global Circulation Characteristics
Schmitz (1995), and 1-8 is the conveyor belt schematic by Broecker (1987,1991), as
used by Schmitz (1995). Figure 1-9 is a standard global base map with some bathymet-
ric features labeled; pink areas denote plateaus at key locations (choke points) in the
southern Indian/Antarctic Oceans. Figures I-IO and I-II contain more recent versions
(using the vertical layers in Table 1-2) of the composite global thermohaline circulation
by Schmitz (1995), with fundamental differences from Figures 7 and 8, especially with
regard to ideas about the replacement path(s) for NAD\V. Note that the upper layer
compensation path(s) for NAD\V renewal has (have) multiple branches with upwelling
and/or water mass conversion occurring in many regions in Figures I-IO and I-II.
There is, however, more or less general agreement that the ACCS is the conduit for
transporting NAD\V to the Indian and Pacific Oceans, either as CD\V (a notion pio-
neered by Joe Reid, see e.g., Lynn and Reid, 1968; Reid and Lynn, 1971; Mantyla and
Reid, 1983) or perhaps in small amounts as more pristine NAD\V (especially for the
western Indian Ocean; please see Mantyla and Reid, 1995, their figure 6). Figures I-IO
Figure I-I I: A three-layer, interbasin-scale, thermohaline conveyor belt based on a condensation of the
four-layer picture in Figure I-i 0, adapted from Schmitz (1995). Here red lines characterize both upper
ocean and intermediate layers, green lines denote deep transports, blue bottom circulation. Volume
transport estimates (in Sverdrups) are in circles associated with the key path segments, and color
changes indicate water mass conversion.
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and I-II, including the question mark in the North Pacific abyssal layer, wil be dis-
cussed in more detail in Volume III.
An update or modern version of Figure 1-2 that is new with this report is shown in
Figure I-12, which has a global feature (CnW) in the southern oceans, and also in-
cludes the upper layer replacement flows for the formation of NAnw. This is my first
attempt at a "single" and "simple" global two-dimensional meridional section type of
representation for NAD\V distribution and replacement (in response to a challenge
from my theoretically-inclined colleague next door, Dr. Xin Huang). Circumpolar Deep
\Vater is a water mass initially formed from NAD\V, but homogenized (possibly partici-
pating in many circuits of the ACCS) by a complex global circulation process, involving
transit from the northernmost North Atlantic to the ACCS and thence to northern
Pacific and northern Indian Oceans and back to the ACCS as deep water with modifi-
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Figure 1-12: A six-vertical-element meridional section for the thermohaline flow in the "North
Atlantic," with a "simplified global linkage (CDW)." Purple denotes upper layer, red intermediate,
green deep, and blue bottom. Circumpolar Deep Water is set off in light blue lines. There are three
branches for deep water. Various geographical and oceanographic features are inserted around the
border of the figure. EQ denotes the equator, SFZ is Subpolar Frontal Zone, PFZ is Polar Frontal
Zone, AD is Antarctic Divergence. Transports (in Sverdrups) in circles. This type of meridional
section for interbasin flow is new with this report.
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Figure 1-13: The global distribution of eddy kinetic energy at the sea sunace, as adapted from
Wyrtki et aJ. (1976), Schmitz et aJ. (1983), and Schmitz (1996). KE is defined in the text.
cation by mixing along the way. So the few light blue lines characterizing cnw in
Figure I-12 are a (very) condensed representation of a (very) global process.
In Figure I-12, 3 Sv of upper layer water and 2 Sv of ("upper") Intermediate .Water,
with the upper layer water having been converted from North Atlantic Central vVater
(NACvV) to Subpolar Mode vVater (SPM\V) by convection along its path in the subpolar
region (McCartney, 1996), enter the polar seas of the North Atlantic from the eastern-
most branch of the North Atlantic Current and are modified in the Arctic (Mauritzen,
1993) and exit the Denmark Straits (3 Sv) and Iceland-Scotland Gap (2 Sv) as overt1ow
waters. Two Sverdrups of upper layer water (having been modifed in situ in the subpo-
lar gyre as noted above for the branch entering the polar seas) and 3 Sv of "upper"
intermediate water are entrained into the 5 Sv Nordic Seas Overt1ow vVater (NSOvV) as
it plunges downslope into the northern North Atlantic. The 3 Sv of DSOvV plus its 3 Sv
entrained from the subpolar gyre are joined by 2 Sv of modified "western" AABvV to
form 8 Sv of "fresh LNAD\V," that is in fact bottom water north of 40-45°N. The 2 Svof
Iceland-Scotland Overt1ow water plus its 2 Sv entrained from the subpolar gyre join the
2 Sv of modified AABvV moving north up the eastern Atlantic (Figures 4 and 5 here and
McCartney et al., 1991) to form 6 Sv MNADvV. There are 4 Sv of UNADvV in Figure I-12,
formed from LSvV (itself formed by convection as the densest element of SPMvV), by
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mixing with MOW, and entrainment of ambient subpolar gyre water. Convection in the
subpolar gyre may also influence the () / S characteristics of the ambient subpolar gyre
water that is entrained into the overflows as they plunge down the slope.
The 8 Sv of LNADW moves south of 400N along the eastern side of the Blake-
Bahama Outer Ridge and then joins the DWBC (at that point carrying primarily
MNADW and UNADW north of - 20-30oN, prior to being joined by LNADW) at
- 20-300N (M. McCartney and R. Curry, personal communication, 1996). All "brands"
of NADW upwell or step up "1 brand" at the equator and in the South Atlantic in Figure
1-12. So the grand transport totals of NADW before crossing the equator into the South
Atlantic are 8 Sv LNADW, 6 Sv MNADW, 4 Sv UNADW having originated as 4 Sv modi-
fied AABW, 8 Sv NACW (being modified to SPMW and LSW), 5 Sv upper AAIW, and 1
Sv MOW. Speer and McCartney (1991) estimate that 10:t 3 Sv of LNADW crosses the
equator along with 14 :t 2 Sv of combined UNADW and MNADW, approximately.
The largest scale features of the ocean circulation at the sea surface were first
determined quantitatively by estimates of currents based on ships' navigational data
(Duncan and Schladow, 1981). These surface current estimates wil collectively be
referred to as ship drift data. These observations are typically based on 24-hour differ-
ences in position and often assembled by averaging over 5 degrees of latitude/longitude
(sometimes 1- or 2-degree areas) so the resulting currents can be highly smoothed. But
the variances in these data were used to get the first global picture of the eddy field (at
the sea surface, Wyrtki et al., 1976). A smoothed picture of the intensity ( energy) of
the global eddy field (discussed and defined below) at the sea surface based on "ship
drift" data is contained in Figure I-13.
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A composite smoothed speed contour and direction (arrow) plot of the surfacecurrents in the North Atlantic based on on  particular set of ship drift dat  is
shown in Figure 1-14. Many of the major circulation features of the upper layer flow in
the North Atlantic Ocean are contained in Figure I-14, i.e., a strong Gulf Stream pen-
etrating to the longitude of the Grand Banks, and some other features that have been
known in general terms for a few hundred years. On the other hand, several important
characteristics of the upper layer circulation (basically those on smaller spatial scales)
20°
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Figure 1-14: A smoothed map of averaged sunace currents for the North Atlantic, adapted from
a map of sunace currents for the North Atlantic based on ship drift data for the summer (figure
1-5, p. 24 in U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Pub!. 700, 1965). Arrows indicate flow direction,
contours and arrow length indicate flow strength (magnitude, in knots).
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are not clearly present in Figure I-14. Examples would be the Northern Recirculation
Gyre of the Gulf Stream (or Slope Water Gyre), as well as the southern recirculation of
the Gulf Stream, although there is an Antiles Current in Figure 1-14. Note the cross-
equatorial flow. Figure I-14 also contains a subpolar gyre in more or less modern-day
form including a North Atlantic Current (NAC) with flow into the polar seas as is the
state-of-the-art picture today. Figure i-is is an early version (Sverdrup et ai., 1942) of
upper layer transports for the North Atlantic circulation. This presentation (I-iS)
includes the Slope Water Gyre (or northern recirculation of the Gulf Stream) as well as
200
00
600 400 200 00 200
Figure 1-15: Transports (numbers in Sverdrups in circles attached to lines with arrows, numbers
in squares indicate sinking) for the upper layers in the North Atlantic Ocean, adapted from
Sverdrup et al. (1942, figure 187, their p. 684).
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Figure 1-16: Kinetic energy of the mean flow (KM, in cgs units) in the North Atlantic at the sea
sunace, based on ship drift data. Adapted from Wyrtki et al. (1976) and Schmitz et al. (1983).
KM is defined in the text in standard fashion.
a recirculation south of the Gulf Stream, cross-equatorial flow, Labrador and Irminger
Currents and a subpolar gyre.
The kinetic energy (per unit mass, hereafter understood) of the mean flow
(KM = u2 + 'f2/2 ) at the sea surface for the North Atlantic is shown in Figure I-16
(u and 'f are the mean zonal and meridional currents). The kinetic energy of the eddy
field (KE = u12 + Vi2/2) for the North Atlantic at the sea surface is shown in Figure 1-17
CUi + Vi are the deviations from the temporal (or combined space-time) means, IT and
v). Figures I-13, 1-16 and I-17 are all based on ship drift data and have been described
and discussed in various forms by Wyrtki et ai. (1976), Schmitz et aL. (1983) and
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Schmitz (1996). Many other surface currents based on ship drift data (and "similar
measures" of surface currents with surface drifters) have been published (for example,
Richardson, 1981, 1989; Richardson and McKee, 1984; Richardson and Walsh, 1986).
Peter Niiler and colleagues used especially accurate surface drifters over the last 10-20
years (e.g., Niiler et ai., 1987 and 1996; Poulain et ai., 1996). Maps of eddy kinetic
energy at subsurface depths in the North Atlantic Ocean are located in Section 9 of this
volume of my report.
Portions of a very influential map of the general circulation of the western North
Atlantic according to Iselin (1936) are shown in Figure 1-18. Stommel's (1957) ideal-
ized two-layer circulation for the entire Atlantic Ocean is shown in Figure I-19. The
general elements of 1-19 are contained in the similar, but observationally based, maps
SO.W 70. 60. 50. 40. 30. 20. 1O.W
50.N 50.N
40. 40.
30. 30.
20. 20.
10.N
SO.W 70. 60. 50. 40. 30. 20. 10.W
Figure 1-17: Kinetic energy of the eddy field (KE, in cgs units) at the sea surface in the North
Atlantic. Adapted from Wyrtki et 01. (1976) and Schmitz et 01. (1983). KE is defined in the text
in standard fashion.
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Figure 1-18: A map of the quasi-permanent western North Atlantic Circulation associated with the
0-2000 m depth range, adapted from Iselin (1936).
of Schmitz and McCartney (1993, hereafter SM93) and their updates in the following.
In my opinion, as discussed later in this report, Figure I-19 along with the work and
ideas that went into it, including his books on the Gulf Stream (Stommel, 1958, 1965),
are the major results from a generation of physical oceanography. Fuglister (1960,
1963) published the seminal collection of hydrographic data in the Atlantic for the
early post-World War II era. A more recent treatise on the North Atlantic Circulation
(Worthington, 1976) contains, for example, total transport streamlines (Figure 1-20) for
the entire North Atlantic. This treatise is overly restrictive of intergyre and interbasin
exchanges both within the North Atlantic and between the South and North Atlantic
Oceans (Clarke et al., 1980; Schmitz and Richardson, 1991, hereafter SR91; Schmitz,
1995; SM93). I feel that Worthington's most interesting contributions to the North
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(U) ( L)
Figure 1-19: A two-layer transport streamline field (~ 10 Sv contour interval) schematically
taken from Stommel (1957); (U) denotes upper layer and (L) denotes lower. Small circles
denote the sinking of NADW in the northern North Atlantic, upwelling elsewhere.
Atlantic circulation are contained in his hydrographic and water mass atlases (Wright
and Worthington, 1970; Worthington and Wright, 1970). In particular, several plates
from these atlases were used as ilustrative figures (I-4 through 1-6) earlier in this
report. The atlases by Fuglister and Worthington are most useful, and very high quality.
Dietrich's (1969a, 1969b) atlas of the northern North Atlantic contains a wealth of
important information as does his textbook (Dietrich et al., 1980). More recent atlases
of hydrographic data for the Atlantic have been published by Levitus (1982, also glo-
bal) and Lozier et al. (1994, 1995).
An updated version of a transport schematic (adapted from SM93, their figure 8)
for the upper layer general circulation of the North Atlantic Ocean (- 0 to 800 m in
the subtropical gyre; temperatures )- rc, say) is contained in Figure 1-2l, and for
selected deep currents (- 2000-4000 m depth, say) in Figure 1-22. One feature of the
"update" in Figure 1-21 involves a modified path (Reid, 1978, 1981, 1994; Tsuchiya,
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1989) for Mediterranean Water (- 1 Sv at the source according to Bryden and Kinder,
1991). The 1 Sv of MOW entrains at least 1 Sv from the ambient water present as it
plunges down the slope so that the net circulation (Price and Baringer, 1994) is at least
2 Sv, but only 1 is taken in Figure 1-21 to flow north, primarily joining the North Atlan-
tic Current (NAC). The other 1 Sv or so of MOW is assumed to be part of a gyre-like
circulation of intermediate water (see below). The major new features are related to
the circulation in the northern North Atlantic, discussed in more detail later. Note,
however, that Figure 1-2l (as well as figure 8 from SM93) does not contain a subpolar
gyre, both for simplicity and because the part of the subpolar gyre not connected to the
replacement flow in the NAC is typically colder than 7°C. A "new" (color) scheme,
relative to SM93, for different pathway components is used here. Red indicates the
60°
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Figure 1-20: Total transport streamlines (in Sverdrups) for the North Atlantic Circulation, adapted
from Worthington (1976).
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Figure 1-21: Upper layer (temperatures greater than - 7°C) transports for the North Atlantic
(Schmitz and McCartney, 1993; this is an update of their figure 8). Transports in circles are in
Sverdrups. Transports (Sv) in squares denote sinking and a hexagon denotes entrainment. Red lines
denote the replacement flow for the meridional cell involving NADW, the latter formation being
shown in blue boxes attached to dashed red lines, which indicate that significant cooling may take
place. Solid green lines characterize the subtropical gyre and recirculations as well as the Newfound-
land Basin Eddy. Dashed blue lines denote the addition of Mediterranean Water to the system.
path of the upper layer now (T ~ 7°C) that participates in deep water formation, with
the solid line denoting subtropical now and the dashed lines subpolar and polar now,
the latter denoted by blue squares. Hexagons indicate entrainment of the upper layer
replacement now by the overnows. Green solid lines indicate closed, "non-thermoha-
line," nows, which include the Slope \Vater Gyre(s), the Newfoundland Basin Eddy (the
southern recirculation of the North Atlantic Current) and the Antiles Current as part
of the southern recirculation of the Gulf Stream. Dashed blue lines indicate that part of
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the path of Mediterranean "Vater that contributes (primarily) to UNADW formation,
although some MOW int1uence is possibly present in the replacement t10ws entrained
by the overt1ows, and in SPM\V, or even to the component of the NAC entering the
polar seas. I haven't tried to show all of this because I'm not dealing with fractions of a
Sverdrup transport-wise, and frankly I don't have a quantitative picture of the frac-
tional splits anyway.
Some major topographic features of the North Atlantic, \vhich strongly affect the
deep currents in Figure 1-22, are depicted in Figure 1-23. My exposure to the character-
00
1000 00
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Figure 1-22: Circulation schematic for NADW (1.6° - 4°C), based on SM93 figure 12a. The deep
recirculating gyres in figure i 0 of SM93 were added in the form of areas colored light blue. Green
denotes NADVV dark blue is bottom water, light blue lines are used when NADW is also bottom
water, red hexagons indicate entrained MIW (modified) or SPMW or perhaps even NACW Squares
represent sinking and triangles represent upwelling. Transports are in Sverdrups.
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Figure 1-23: A topographic and feature nomenclature map for the North Atlantic.
istics of the deep circulation of the North Atlantic, as contained for example in Figure
1-22, which is also an update of a similar figure by SM93, has been strongly influenced
by interactions with my colleague Mike McCartney, and in my opinion McCartney
(1992) wrote a prominent recent article in that regard (see also McCartney, 1996),
especially in the context of deep recirculations. Figure 1-22 is intended to depict the
circulation involving NADW formation, not all of the deep and bottom circulation in
the North Atlantic. Swallow and Worthington (1957) published the first measurements
of a deep western boundary current. Reid's (1994) Atlantic Ocean total transport
streamlines are shown schematically in Figure 1-24. I have modified this figure some-
what in the vicinity of the equator and selected fewer contours.
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Figure 1-24: Transport streamlines (in Sverdrups) for the Atlantic, adapted from Reid (1994).
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As noted above, every closed ocean basin except for the North Indian has a quasi-permanent clockwise (counterclockwise in the southern hemisphere) circulation
at mid-latitudes, primarily but not entirely in the upper 1000 m or so depth range.
Deeper penetrations of wind-driven currents occur in Western Boundary Current
Regions like the Gulf Stream System (GSS) and may be associated with
recirculation(s). Subtropical Gyres exist at mid latitudes, say between 15 and 40oN,
moving water poleward in the west and equatorward in the east; they occupy roughly
the area from the east coast of continents (the west side of ocean basins) to the west
coast of the next continental land mass (the east side ocean basins). A prominent
feature of subtropical gyres that shows up clearly in surface current maps (like Figures
I-I and I-14) and/or transport maps like Figures I-18 through 1-2l is that they are not
symmetricaL. Particularly
strong currents occupy the
westward 25-50% or so of
these flow patterns, i.e.,
currents in subtropical gyres
are westward-intensified
(first explained by Stommel,
1948). Western boundary
currents are also maintained
or even strengthened while
existing as free "zonal jets"
when they are the northwest-
ern limb of subtropical gyres
(i.e., the downstream in-
crease in transport of the
Gulf Stream, see Stommel,
1958, 1965; Worthington,
1976, or Knauss, 1969, for
example). Actually, subtropi-
cal gyres in the North Atlan-
tic and North Pacific Oceans
500N
40°
700--
800W
Figure 1-25: 100 isotherm depths (in meters) in the western
North Atlantic according to Iselin (1936).
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are basically northwestward-intensified, especially in the North Atlantic, where strong
currents extend quite far eastward (zonal jets), even at depths to the ocean bottom.
The Agulhas Current System (ACS) in the South Indian Ocean has upper layer trans-
port and density structure similar to the GSS (Schmitz, 1996). Westward intensifica-
tion is a general global feature of all large-scale current systems at all depths, but there
are global asymmetries in subtropical gyres involving weaker systems in the South
Pacific and South Atlantic Oceans, as discussed in later volumes of this report.
The earliest definitive map (to my knowledge) with a recirculation south of the
Gulf Stream is due to Iselin (1936), Figure I-18; please also note Figure I-IS. Worthing-
ton (1976) strongly emphasized this feature (see also Stommel et ai., 1978). Schmitz
(1977, 1978, 1980) directly observed and discussed portions of the southern recircula-
tion, as well as the westward flowing segments at 55° Wand 70° W of a Slope Water
Gyre or recirculation north of the Gulf Stream. It was also clear early on (Schmitz et
ai., 1970; Schmitz, 1976, 1978, 1980; Wyrtki et ai., 1976) that current fluctuations or
eddies are most energetic in the vicinity of strong, large-scale currents at all depths.
Sub-basin scale recirculating
gyres, along with large and
spatially very inhomogeneous
eddy kinetic energies (KE),
were shown (Holland, 1978,
1979; Schmitz, 1978; Schmitz
and Holland, 1982) to be
related to eddies in numerical
general circulation models
(GCMs) that simulated the
Gulf Stream System. Some
type of mean westward flow
suggesting a cyclonic gyre
(certainly the westward flow
component thereof) in Slope
Water was indicated by early
current meter data (Webster,
1969, his figure 4; Luyten,
". Grand
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Figure 1-26: Water mass location and nomenclature in the
western North Atlantic, according to Iselin (1936).
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Figure 1-27: Current and water mass nomenclature and
location in the western North Atlantic, according to
Sverdrup et af. (1942).
Both recirculations and ener-
getic eddies are prominent features
of the western segments of ocean
basins at all depths (Schmitz et ai.,
1983; McCartney, 1992; SM93; Hogg
and Johns, 1995). As indicated
above, the combination of the Gulf
Stream, its recirculations, and
associated eddy field is called here
the Gulf Stream System (GSS). The
recirculations (defined to be that
part of the flow field added to the
Florida Current) both north and
south of the Gulf Stream contain the
o
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-=
1977, his figure 10; Schmitz,
1977, his figure 6 and p. 26;
1978, his figure 1), and more
definitively by Hogg (1983)
using current meter data as well
as dynamical arguments (see
also Pickart and Hogg, 1989).
The northern recirculation
gyre ( s) has (have) now been
defined in considerable detail
(Hogg, 1983; Hogg and
Stommel, 1985; Hogg et ai. ,
1986; Pickart and Hogg, 1989;
SM93).
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Figure 1-28: A temperature (DC) profie across the
Gulf Stream System from Chesapeake Bay to
Bermuda, adapted from Sverdrup et af. (1942).
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downstream increase in transport of the Gulf Stream, and include deep gyres (Figure I-
22) that penetrate to the ocean bottom. In the upper ocean, the eddy field in the GSS
is dominated by meanders plus ring formation and passage (Hogg, 1994; Hogg and
Johns, 1995). The very strong current fluctuations (amplitude roughly a knot) in the
abyssal GSS first observed directly by Schmitz et ai. (1970) may be related to current
meanders, either of the Gulf Stream and/or its recirculations, and/or associated with
deep thermohaline currents. Energetic deep fluctuations, some associated with mean-
ders of Deep Western Boundary Currents (DWBCs), have now been observed at a
variety of locations in the vicinity of the DWBC (e.g., Lee et ai., 1990, 1996; Pickart
and Watts, 1990). In this report, DWBCs wil be mostly, but not entirely, discussed
independently of what I refer to as subtropical
gyre circulations, which may also contain the
upper layer replacement flow for DWBCs (and do
so in the North Atlantic), completing "meridi-
onal cells."
4. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
Figure I -25 is an early map of the depth of
the 10° isotherm in the western North Atlantic
from Iselin (1936), defining the basic structure
of the associated circulation. Figure 1-26 defines
the approximate boundaries of the water masses
that preoccupied students of the circulation of
the western North Atlantic. Figure 1-27 is an-
other "nomenclature" and schematic current
pattern map of this area, from Sverdrup et ai.
(1942), and 1-28 is a temperature section from
the same source for the Chesapeake Bay to
Bermuda line. Figure 1-29 is an interesting first
cut at partitioning the transport on the Chesa-
peake Bay to Bermuda section, an initial attempt
to rationalize the source and structure of some
of the downstream increase in transport of the
Gulf Stream. Area A in Figure 29 includes only
water with T)o 20°C, and Area B only water
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Figure 1-29: A transport parti-
tioning section across the
Chesapeake Bay to Bermuda
line, from Iselin (1936). Each of
the areas A-E were assigned a
transport (in Sv) as shown on
the figure under the letter, and
as discussed in the text.
the large-scale flow in the
entire Atlantic Ocean at
both thermocline and
abyssal depths (Stommel,
1957,1958, 1965), as sum-
marized in Figure I-I 9, does
gloss over to some extent
the role played by interme-
diate and bottom water,
something that cannot as
easily be done in other oceans. The two editions of The Gulf Stream (Stommel, 1958,
1965) formed for me the essential basis for what was known about the Atlantic Ocean
and even the WOC prior to the observational surge of the last, say, 30 years. One of the
main qualitative advances of the past few decades of ocean exploration is the clear
identification of and emphasis on recirculations or sub-basin scale gyres along with
mesoscale eddies throughout the world's oceans, especially for the North Atlantic
Subtropical Gyre (Schmitz et ai., 1983; SM93; Schmitz, 1996), and the GSS is now
recognized as the prototypical area of this type (Hogg and Johns, 1995). Thermohaline
and interbasin circulations (Gordon, 1986; Schmitz, 1995) are now on the "front
burner" in physical oceanography.
500N
400
700 600 500 400
Figure 1-30: A map of eddy kinetic energy per unit mass
(KE, units cm2 s-2) near 700 m depth in the western North
Atlantic, adapted from Owens (1984, 1991) and
Richardson (1993).
4. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
colder than 8°C. Area D
encompasses water having
recently joined the Florida
Current from the Sargasso
Sea, and Area E is the
"core" of the Current. Area
C is a nearshore regime.
The zero-order discus-
sion and rationalization of
Schmitz and McCartney (1993) have presented several summary maps of the
North Atlantic Circulation that include the transport structure of the Subtropical Gyre
for a variety of layers. The North Atlantic subtropical gyre circulation, although domi-
nated by a 100-150 Sv quasi-horizontal cell, can't really be closed satisfactorily with-
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o
Figure 1-31: The downstream development (from 68°W to 55°W) of the vertical structure of
the transport of the Gulf Stream, adapted from figure 5 by Hall and Fofonoff (1993). Trans-
port per unit depth (Sv/km); left frame from CTD stations at 68° and 55°W, right frame
including in addition the current meter results (CMR) at 68°W (Hall, 1986; Hall and Bryden,
1985), at 600W (Hogg, 1993), and current meter and CTD results at 55°W (Hogg, 1992).
out knowing the pathways of the - 20 Sv meridional cell that connects the South
Atlantic and Subpolar North Atlantic. The modern identification of these pathways,
now generally accepted but with details stil to be determined, was contained in SM93,
with the path cleared for this by SR91. 'Io of these maps (with some updates) were
included in the introduction here as Figures 1-21 and 1-22 (please see also Figure 1-12).
Please note that Figures 1-21 and 1-22 do not contain a subpolar gyre circulation be-
cause of the definitions of the flows that are mapped (see below). Most of the general
circulation maps and tables presented in this report wil be for transport in various
layers.
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Wyrtki et ai. (1976), Schmitz et ai. (1983), and Schmitz (1996) have presented
maps of KE at the sea surface, two used above as Figures 1-13 and 1-16. A recent map of
KE for the mid-latitude western North Atlantic at 700-m depth (Owens, 1984, 1991;
Richardson, 1993) is contained in Figure 1-30. Over the last several years, a promising
zero-order description and rationalization of the mesoscale eddy field has become
available. Eddy energy is
largest near strong flows
(intensification not only in
western boundary currents,
but along their mid-latitude
open-ocean extension),
roughly as indicated by
gyre-scale numerical mod-
els where eddies develop as
a result of instability pro-
cesses in the mid-latitude
jet and then propagate into
the ocean interior. My point
of view is that mesoscale
eddies in subtropical and
subpolar gyres act as at
least one of the energy
sources for recirculations
but do not playa crucial
role in the dynamics of the
mean flow in the ocean
interior (in the North Atlan-
tic, for example, the idea is
that the downstream in-
crease in transport of the
Gulf Stream is at least
partially eddy-driven but
not the flow through the
Florida Straits). The fluctu-
4. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
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Figure 1-32: Cross-stream profiles of averaged Gulf Stream
currents at 68°W, from Johns et al. (1995); (a) along-stream
current component Us (cm s-I) and (b) cross-stream
current component Vs (cm s-I).
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ating response to forcing by variable winds might be perceived as forming the roughly
horizontally homogeneous background signal in subtropical gyre interiors.
Subtropical gyres tend to have a directly wind-forced upper layer circulation
transporting 20-40 Sv. This may be augmented by a thermohaline replacement flow
component of 10-20 Sv. For strong WBCs like the GSS, a mixed instability develops
that is the primary energy source for mesoscale eddies. These eddies in turn feed back
to the mean flow resulting in recirculations that penetrate into abyssal layers. These
recirculations are involved with a "downstream increase in transport" of around 50-
100 Sv. Of course, dynamics other than eddy rectification may be important for these
recirculations. My guess is that recirculations are more inertial in their westward
segments where they are developing into "strong currents" and eddy-driven in their
eastward regions where they are forming and the main "eastward jet" is decaying, the
hot region for the instabilty process and where recirculations are initiated (see also
Spall, 1 996c). In this report (see Sections 6 and 7) it is also suggested, for the first time
I think, that there exists a
similar but not identical
configuration for the
North Atlantic Current
System (or Subpolar Gyre
Current System).
..
~
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Figure 1-33: A meridional section of KE (contours in cm2 s-2)
across the GSS in the vicinity of 55°W, adapted from
Richardson (1983).
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There exist several
interesting review articles
on the GSS (Bane, 1994;
Fofonoff, 1981; Hogg and
Johns, 1995; Worthington,
1976). The article on
western boundary cur-
rents by Hogg and Johns
(1995) is a very valuable
summary, not only for the300 fGSS, but or WBCs at all
depths throughout the
global ocean. Hall and
4. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
Table 1-3: Transport in 16 potential density anomaly classes at 680 and 55°W, along
with area-averaged velocity of water in each class; also shown for each location are
net transports for larger subclasses, from Hal and Fofonoff (1993).
0'0 (kg m-3)
-:26.00
26.00-26.25
-26.50
-26.75
-27.00
-27.20
-27.40
-27.60
-27.70
-27.74
-27.77
-27.80
-27.825
-27.850
-27.875
)027.875
68°W
Transport
(106 m3 çl)
~:~~115.17
23.78 j
11.53 45.88
10.57
"'
6.98
5.87
5.07 35.28
5.16
5.07
7.13
7.38J
;:~; 22.71
4.93
6.15
Total 125
u
(m çl)
0.90
0.85
0.49
. 0.52
0.42
0:38
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.02
55°W
Transport
(106 m3 çl)
10.69j
21 .1 0 44.44
12.65
6.12
5.58
5.53 36.86
5.47
6.10
8.06
1 ~:~il33.69
7.10 f
24.10
139
u
(m çl)
0.66
0.53
0.34
0.32
0.28
0.20
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.07
Fofonoff (1993) describe the state of the art in our knowledge (Figure 1-3l and Table I-
3) of the downstream increase in the Gulf Stream transport. For orientation purposes,
profiles of mean currents and a section of KE across the Gulf Stream System are con-
tained in Figures 1-32 and 1-33.
Several hydrographic sections and attendant results have been used (Hall and
Bryden, 1982; Rintoul and Wunsch, 1991; Roemmich and Wunsch, 1985) to give us a
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Om
Figure 1-34: A salinity
(psu) section along
24°N in the Atlantic
adapted from
Roemmich and
Wunsch (1985).
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Figure 1-35: An oxygen
(ml L-I) section along
24°N, adapted from
Roemmich and
Wunsch (1985).
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Figure 1-36: A silcate
(/lg-at. L-I) section
along 24°N, adapted
from Roemmich and
Wunsch (1985).
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comparatively sharp picture of the gyre interior across 24 ON. Selected salinity, oxygen,
and silcate contours are displayed in Figures 1-34 through 1-36. Results from this work
along 24°N as well as data from the Caribbean Passages and Florida Current (Stalcup
and Metcalf, 1972; Schmitz and Richardson, 1968) were used by SR9l and Schmitz et
aL. (1992) to connect clearly the tropical, subtropical and subpolar upper layer circula-
tions of the North Atlantic with the South Atlantic for the first time. Their results are
very supportive of the Stommel (1957) picture shown here as Figure I-19. Stommel's
book (1958, 1965) is really a very nice introduction to the interior circulation of the
North Atlantic as well as to the book's titular subject (The Gulf Stream). Stramma's
(1984) maps of the circulation in the eastern North Atlantic are summarized here in
Figure I -37. This paper by Stramma is a part of the basis of the circulation in Figure I-
21.
Each "piece" of the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre wil now be briefly
discussed separately. Other ocean basins wil be discussed in Volumes II and/or III.
35°W 20°
35°N
20°
8°
0-800m
8° 35°W 20° 8° 35°W 20° 8°
0- 200m 200 - 800m
Figure 1-37: Transport streamlines for the eastern North Atlantic, adapted from Stramma (1984).
This is a combination of Stramma's figures 7, 8 and 9, for the indicated depth ranges. For 0-800 m,
each flow line represents i Sv, for 0-200 m, 0.5 Sv, and for 200-800 m, i Sv. The total transport
between 35°W and the coast is - 10 Sv.
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4a. The Florida Current
Here the name "Florida Current" denotes that part of the GSS between the Gulf of
Mexico and Cape Hatteras, probably the best documented component of the North
Atlantic Circulation, particularly while in the Straits of Florida. General maps of pro-
nounced current features and topography for the northern portions of this general area
are shown in Figures 1-38 and 1-39, adapted from John Banes's (1994) review article.
There are lots of
hydrographic sections
across the Straits of
Florida in the vicinity
of Miami. Temperature
(T), Salinity (S), Oxy-
gen (02), and Silcate
contours for one of the
latest are displayed in
Figure I -40. There are
four prominent charac-
teristics of the salinity
distribution in Figure I-
40b that indicate hy-
drographic origin. The
Smax (82' 36.6 psu) on
the eastern or offshore
side of the Straits is
typically associated
with subtropical under-
water. At the base of
this maximum, for
salinities 36.4 to 36.6
psu, and 17. 9 ~ T ~
l8.2°C, there is a
comparatively thick
layer of 18° \\Tater
Sargasso Sea
800W 75° 70° 65°
Figure 1-38: The major current features in the westernmost North
Atlantic, according to Bane (1994). CCR denotes cold core ring, WCR
warm core ring. DWBC Deep Western Boundary Current. Depth
contours in meters.
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~
Bermuda Is.
65°
Figure 1-39: Bathymetry in the region of Figure 1-38, adapted from
Bane (1994). Depth contours in meters.
(Worthington, 1959).
Both of these compo-
nents originate in the
North Atlantic. Above
the 36.6 isohaline
(above the Smax) there
is a comparatively
fresh, thin upper layer.
This layer occupies
roughly the topmost
100 m depth of the
Florida Current with
salinities - 36.0 psu.
These comparatively
low salinities (for a
surface layer, compared
to the open North
Atlantic) are primarily
of South Atlantic origin
(SR91) and include an
Amazon River dis-
charge influence. Below
all this, there is a com-
paratively fresh "deep" layer (6° :: T :: 15°) with, in particular, a layer of S c: 35.0 psu
near the bottom, the latter often referred to as AAIW. But most of this water is above
the salinity minimum and wil be typically referred to in this report as "upper" inter-
mediate water. These deep and bottom layers also have low 02 and high silicate (Fig-
ures 1-40c and 1-40d). The hydrography of this layer (and others as well) in the Carib-
bean has been described by Morrison and Nowlin (1982). According to SR91 (see also
Atkinson, 1983; Iselin, 1936; and Richardson, 1977), "upper intermediate water" with
T - 7-12°C, S - 34.88-35.2 psu, and ae - 27.0-27.3 kg m-3 (along with perhaps some
Smin AAIW with T c: 7°C near the bottom) contains - 5 Sv (Tables 1-3 and 1-4) of South
Atlantic origin within the Straits of Florida that also flows onto the Blake Plateau.
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Figure 1-40a: Selected contours
for a section across the Florida
Straits near Miami, as adapted
from Roemmich and Wunsch
(1985); Temperature (T DC).
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Figure 1-40b: Selected contours
for a section across the Florida
Straits near Miami, as adapted
from Roemmich and Wunsch
(1985); Salinity (S, psu).
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Figure 1-40d: Selected contours
for a section across the Florida
Straits near Miami, as adapted
from Roemmich and Wunsch
(1985); Silicate (Si02, i.g-at. L-I).
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Figure 1-41 : Two
generalized TIS
curves for the
Florida Current in
the Straits of Florida
in the vicinity of
Miami, with the
range of i 8° Water
according to
Worthington (1959)
superimposed.
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Figure 1-42: The Florida Current TIS Envelope based on data collected by
Roemmich and Wunsch (1985), adapted from Schmitz et al. (1993).
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Figure 1-43: The TIS envelope along the interior segment of 24°N, from data
obtained by Roemmich and Wunsch (1985), adapted from Schmitz et 01. (1993).
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Figure 1-44: The TIS envelope along 52°W, from the coast of South America north
to about 20oN, adapted from Schmitz et 01. (1993).
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Table 1-4: Average Florida Current transport in selected temperature intervals (~T)
at 27°, 29°N and Cape Hatteras, adapted from Leaman et ai. (1989)
STACS (27°N) FACTS (29°N) Cape Hatteras
Temperature Absolute Mean Absolute Mean Absolute Mean
interval transport velocity transport velocity transport velocity
/'T (OC) Ts (x106 m3 s-l) 'D (m s-l) TF (x106 m3 s-l) 'D (m s-l) TCH (x106 m3 s-l) 'D (m s-l)
27.0-29.5 0 - 0.8 0.83 0 -
24.5-27.0 8.6 1.15 6.9 0.64 3.2 1.03
22.0-24.5 3.1 1.12 4.5 0.55 8.5 0.61
19.5-22.0 3.0 1.12 4.2 0.52 7.8 0.68
17.0-19.5 4.5 0.86 5.4 0.38 19.1 0.57
14.5-17.0 3.8 0.77 4.4 0.36 10.4 0.57
12.0-14.5 2.8 0.61 3.3 0.31 7.7 0.48
9.5-12.0 2.3 0.45 2.5 0.21 6.3 0.38
7.0-9.5 1.7 0.38 1.2 0.11 5.8 0.27
4.5-7.0 0.1 0.23 0 - 8.5 0.12
2.0-4.5 0 - 0 - 16.4 0.04
Total 29.0 33.2 93.7
STACS: Sub-Tropical Atlantic Climate Studies FACTS: Florida Atlantic Coast Transport Study
Table 1-5: 'fansport-temperature range partionig along 24°N prior to SR91
Temperature range Florida Current Florida Current Caribbean interior 24°N
(OC) transport (Sv)* transport (Sv)t transport (Sv):j transport (Sv)*
::17 17.4 19.3 17 -9.5
12- 17 6.6 6.7 6 -2.9
7-12 5.0 3.9 6 1.9
0:7 0.5 - - -19.0
Sum 29.5 29.5 29 -29.5
_.
*Hal and Bryden (1982). tLeaman et ai. (1989). :jRoemmich (1981).
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The TIS curves in the Florida Current vary from one general type on the inshore
edge of the current to another near the Bahamas (Parr, 1937; SR91; Wenneckens,
1959). The offshore or eastern type of TIS curve contains Subtropical Underwater and
18° Water and the inshore type of TIS curve does not. Subtropical Underwater and 18°
Water are North Atlantic phenomena. A very general summary plot of these two TIS
types using data taken in 1985 is shown in Figure 1-4l (adapted from SR91), also
indicating the location of 18° Water (Worthington, 1959). Canonical Florida Current
TIS envelopes with various stations superimposed are contained in Figure 1-42 (from
Schmitz et ai., 1993). These curves are very stable in time. Schmitz et ai. (1993) used
this stability in comparing and contrasting various segments of the Florida Current
TIS curves with those along 24°N in the interior North Atlantic (Figure 1-43) and along
52°W (Figure 1-44), as an aid in identifying the probable origin of various TIS ranges or
classes. Basically, low
salinity water is of
South Atlantic and
high salinity water is
of North Atlantic
origin. For the "lower
layer" of 7-12° water,
high silcate (see
below) is a crucial
supportive identifier.
As one example, 'O(I 25.5
Figure I -45 compares
silcate curves for the
Florida Current vs
the open Atlantic
along 24 oN, where
Si02 values for the
Florida Current are
noticeably higher for
(je;: 26.8, approxi-
mately.
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27.5
26.5
24.5
- - - Sta. 155-235, 24°N "Interior"
- Sta. 242-249, F.C.
23.5
o 5 10 15 20 25
Si O2
Figure 1-45: Silicate (Si02) vs (Je curves for the Florida Current
and for the open Atlantic along 24°N.
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"Mean" velocity sections across the Florida Current are also abundant, relatively
speaking, with several shown in Figure 1-46. A few cross-stream transport distributions
are contained in Figures 1-47 through 1-49. There is a lot of temporal stabilty (to
within :t2 Sv) implied by Figure I -47, over a 70-year time intervaL. All in all, the trans-
port of the Florida Current while within the Straits of Florida is probably better known
than that for any oceanic area, as is the hydrography (Larsen, 1992; Leaman et al.,
1987; Parr, 1937; Roemmich and
Wunsch, 1985; Schmitz and
Richardson, 1968; SR9l; Schmitz et al.,
1993; Wenneckens, 1959). The trans-
port of the Florida Current roughly
triples between the Straits of Florida
and Cape Hatteras (Leaman et al. ,
1989; Richardson et aL., 1969;
Richardson and Knauss, 1971; SM93). A 320
summary of transports from 2rN to
Cape Hatteras (Leaman et aL., 1989) is
presented in Table 1-4.
4. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
Stommel's (1957) picture of the
thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic
Ocean had about 20 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3
s-l) of abyssal flow crossing the equator
and entering the South Atlantic, with a
corresponding cross-equatorial return
transport to the North Atlantic in the
upper ocean. This guess (Stommel,
personal communication), partially
motivated by observations of the strong
southward-flowing abyssal currents
along the western boundary of the
Atlantic, slipped from prominence until
recently, when SR91 presented evi-
dence that about 45% of the transport of
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Figure 1-46a: Locations of sections of downstream
speed contours across the Florida Current, based
on dropsonde data, adapted from Richardson et al.
( 1969).
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Figure 1-46b: Sections of downstream speed contours across the Florida Current, based on
dropsonde data, adapted from Richardson et al. (1969), in cm s-I for the southernmost sections.
the Florida Current could be of South Atlantic origin. The source(s) of the well-
established Florida Current transport had not yet been clearly sorted out, with Wor-
thington (1976) and Leetmaa et ai. (1977) postulating a North Atlantic origin for more
or less the entire 30 Sv. Schmitz and McCartney (1993) published maps of the trans-
ports for the North Atlantic that basically provided the first purely observationally
based endorsement (updated in Figures 1-2l and 1-22 above) of the Stommel (1957)
picture (Figure I-19 above). Schmitz and McCartney (1993) and Schmitz (1995) have
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Figure 1-46c: Sections of downstream speed contours across the Florida Current, based on drop-
sonde data, adapted from Richardson et al. (1969), in cm s-I for the northernmost sections.
also emphasized the role of the Florida Current in interbasin/intergyre exchange on
global scale.
According to SR91 and Schmitz et ai. (1993), one may think of the transport of
the Florida Current as "originating" from basically two areas: the interior of the North
Atlantic subtropical gyre and the tropical South Atlantic. The latter contribution is
envisioned to be part of a globally linked replacement flow for NADW (Gordon, 1986;
Schmitz, 1995), whereas the North Atlantic contribution to the Florida Current is
primarily the wind-driven segment of the subtropical gyre, although composed of a
significant component of 18° Water. Each of these contributions is characterized by a
distinct niche (Tables 1-5 and 1-6) in property space (SR91, Schmitz et aL., 1993;
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Stalcup and Metcalf, 1972). The general agreement (- 1-2 Sv) between diverse authors
in Tables 1-5 and 1-6 is noteworthy. Most of the water entering the Caribbean and
Straits of Florida in the 16-a
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Figure 1-47: Transport per unit width as a function of
cross-stream distance for the Florida Current off Miami,
adapted from Schmitz and Richardson (1968). (a) For two
dropsonde sections near Miami, and (b) using Pilsbury's
(1890) values extrapolated in depth as he did (0) as
compared to the extrapolation (0) indicated in (a).
90
23°C temperature range is
characterized by a special
(North Atlantic) tempera-
ture-oxygen curve in
comparison with water of
South Atlantic origin.
Below 16°, water of South
Atlantic origin, often re-
ferred to as AAIW, is char-
acterized by low salinity
and high silcate. Above
25°C, which is roughly
above 100 m depth in the
Florida Current, salinities
off Miami, for example, are
too fresh (Figure 1-40b) to
have come advectively
from the mid-latitude
(24°N) North Atlantic
(SR9l). A recent summary
of total transport break-
downs for the subtropical
North Atlantic (Lee et al.,
1995; their figure 17) is
presented in modified form
in Figure I-50, apparently
in good agreement with
SR91 and SM93. Lee et aL.
(1995) have, in Figure I-50,
26 Sv of Sverdrup interior
flow, of which about 19 Sv
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Figure 1-48: Transports along a variety of sections across the Florida Current from the
Straits of Florida to Cape Hatteras, adapted from Leaman et 01. (1989).
Table 1-6: Transport-temperature range breakdowns for the Florida Current,
Caribbean inflow and along 24°N according to SR91
Temperature range Florida Current Florida Current Caribbean inflow 24°N
(OC) transport (SvY' transport (Sv)t transport (Sv):! transport (Sv)'~
~24 8.1 9.2 8.9 -1
17-24 9.3 10.0 8.4 -8.5
12-17 6.6 6.7 5.4 -2.9
7-12 5.0 3.9 6.1 1.9
-:7 0.5 - - -19.0
Sum 29.5 29.8 28.8 -29.5
':'Hall and Bryden (1982, recalculated). tLeaman et ai. (1989, recalculated).
:jNew (recalculated).
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Figure 1-49: Transports per unit width near Cape
Hatteras, adapted from Richardson and Knauss (1971):
(a) as a function of cross-stream distance.
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(which includes the approxi-
mately 2 Sv flow into the
Florida Current through
Northwest Providence Chan-
nel) is in the Florida Current.
My view (see Schmitz et aL. ,
1992), and please refer to
Figure 1-2l, is the extra 7 Sv
is part of an Antiles Current
that is part of the southern
Gulf Stream recirculation.
Perhaps the most
straightforward South Atlantic
component in the GSS to
track hydrographically is
"upper intermediate water."
This water was first "noticed"
over the Blake Plateau by
Iselin (1936). This point, and
the fate of this water as it
transits the North Atlantic, is
ilustrated in three figures.
Figure I-51 is reconstructed
from Atkinson (1983), super-
imposed on the SR91 and
Schmitz et ai. (1993) TIS
envelope. Figure I-52 is
adapted from Richardson
(1977), and Figure I-53 is
modified from Tsuchiya
(1989). Schmitz and
Richardson (1991) identified
a transport of about 3-6 Sv for
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Figure I-50: Transport
summary for the
Subtropical Atlantic
along 26.5°N, adapted
from Lee et 01. (I 996).
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Figure I-51: TIS curves for the Florida Current as it emerges from the Straits of
Florida, based on data (within the eis envelope denoted by dashed green lines)
collected by Atkinson (1983, his figures 2 and 3) and using the standard TIS enve-
lope (solid red line) for the Florida Current while in the Straits of Florida (Figure 1-
42). The red dots are from station 147, on the inshore edge of the current, in
"AAIW." The green dots are for station 143, offshore of the main core of the
Florida Current.
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this water type in the Florida
Current off Miami, consistent
with estimates of 7-12° water
transport by Hall and Bryden
(1982), Roemmich and Wunsch
(1985), and Leaman et.al.
(1989); see Tables 1-3 and 1-4.
Based on Atkinson's and
Tsuchiya's figures, quite a bit of
"mixing" of this water type may
occur on the Blake Plateau, and
throughout the GSS and North
Atlantic Current. Perhaps this
also occurs upstream of the
Blake Plateau, within the Straits
of Florida and throughout the
system of topography leading
from the equator to the Straits.
Figure I-51 shows how "AAIW"
looks as it exits the Straits of
Florida and flows onto the Blake
Plateau, and Figure I-52 con-
tains the "A. remnants" near
o
1000
2000
E
:i --i- 34. 96
CL 30001L 34. 94 --c
. .
4000
5000
o
Figure I-52: A salinity (psu) section at Cape Hatteras,
adapted from Richardson (1977); Labrador Sea Water
indicated by LSW and Antarctic Intermediate Water
by AAIW.
Cape Hatteras. Tsuchiya's re-
sults in Figure I-53 are the clearest picture I am aware of that shows "AAIW" traversing
the GSS, the North Atlantic Current, and finally entering the polar seas as well as the
subpolar gyre, while at the same time apparently "mixing with" or entraining Mediter-
ranean Water (see also Reid, 1978, 1981, 1994).
Time variations in the transport of the Florida Current, particularly in or near the
Straits of Florida, have also been extensively studied (i.e., Lee and Wiliams, 1988;
Greatbatch et ai., 1995; Johns and Schott, 1987; Larsen, 1992; Leaman et al., 1987;
Lee et ai., 1985; Molinari et al., 1985; Montgomery, 1941; Niiler and Richardson, 1973;
Parr, 1937; Schmitz and Richardson, 1968; Schottet al., 1988; Wertheim, 1954).
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Figure I-53: Silicate (a) and salinity (b) contours on an isopycnal sunace located in AAIW,
with the heavy dashed line being a hypothetical locus of flow. Adapted with modification
from Tsuchiya (1989); silcates in /lmol L -I, salinities in psu.
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Larsen (1992) finds a seasonal amplitude of 2.5 Sv and an interannual transport ampli-
tude of 1.5 Sv (comparatively a very small number!) in the presence of a mean of 32 Sv
for the Florida Current. This is essentially identical to results (mean transport 30 Sv,
seasonal amplitude:! 3 Sv) presented by Schmitz and Richardson (1968). Niiler and
Richardson (1973)
reported a somewhat
higher seasonal varia-
tion (:! 4 Sv) than
either Larsen (1992)
or Schmitz and
Richardson (1968).
The extra 2 Sv in the
estimate of the mean
by Larsen (1992)
relative to Schmitz and
Richardson (1968) is
due to the location of
Larsen's measurements
north of Northwest
Providence Channel,
where the inflow has
been estimated to be -
2 Sv by Finlen (1966)
and Richardson and
Finlen (1967). All in
all, the Florida Current
is about as stable as
any ocean current,
especially in transport.
Off Miami, essentially
any "complete" direct
measurements of
"time-averaged" trans-
port find about 30 Sv
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Figure I-54: Location of anchor stations across the Blake
Plateau along approximately 30oN.
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Figure I-55: A comparison of time averages of downstream current
components (cm s-I) from the current meter array in Figure I-54 with
dropsonde results (downstream speed component contours in cm s-I)
from Figure 1-46.
(Leaman et ai., 1987; Niiler and Richardson, 1973; Schmitz and Richardson, 1968).
Temporal stability appears to hold even over the Blake Plateau (Figures I-54 and I-55).
So the real message from the composite data base is that the low-frequency variabilty
of the transport of the Florida Current is of comparatively low amplitude relative to the
mean.
Recently, a variety of very nice investigations have addressed the details of the
flow in regions associated with the Florida Current Regime (Leaman et ai., 1995; Lee et
aL., 1995). This kind of activity was completed early on in Northwest Providence Chan-
nel by Finlen (1966) and Richardson and Finlen (1967).
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4b. The Gulf Stream as a Zonal Jet with Recirculations
As the Florida Current leaves the Blake Plateau and becomes the Gulf Stream, the
flow in this "boundary current" turns from predominantly meridional to mostly zonal,
near Cape Hatteras and beyond. This separation of the Gulf Stream from the coast has
historically been a challenging research area (i.e., Richardson, 1977; Stommel, 1958,
1965; Thompson and Schmitz, 1989). The depth changes rather quickly from - 1000
to - 4 -5000 m, the current starts to meander at large amplitude (but much more so
farther downstream in the vicinity of the New England Seamounts; Cornilon, 1986; see
Figure I-56) and form rings (Richardson, 1993). There are large downstream increases
in transport, notably at depths deeper than that of the Blake Plateau (- 1000 m).
Historically, there has been a huge interest in the downstream increase in transport of
the Gulf Stream System (Iselin, 1936; Knauss, 1969; Stommel, 1958, 1965; Worthing-
ton, 1976), an issue that is now nearly sorted out (Hall and Fofonoff, 1993; Hogg and
Johns, 1995; Schmitz and McCartney, 1993). Recently, altimetric data have proven
useful in describing various
properties of the upper level
Gulf Stream (Kelly, 1991; Kelly
and Gile, 1990).
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Figure I-56: Standard deviation of Gulf Stream
meander paths (normal to the Stream axis) down-
stream of Cape Hatteras, adapted from Corn ilon
( 1986).
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Existing review articles
more than adequately discuss
this regime, and Hogg and Johns
(1995) are state of the art (see
also Hall and Fofonoff, 1993), so
my report wil be inordinately
brief on this topic. Meander
statistics are described in Figure
I-56. Selected hydrographic
distributions across the Gulf
Stream at 68°W and 55°W,
taken from Hall and Fofonoff
(1993), are shown in Figures I-
57 and I-58. Figure I-59 con-
tains their curves of transport in
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temperature classes for a variety of sections across the Gulf Stream System. Table 1-3
contains the associated breakdown of transports at 68°W (see also Hall, 1986) and
55°W in density classes, according to Hall and Fofonoff (1993). Various vertical sec-
tions of speed contours across the fully developed Gulf Stream are shown in Figures I-
60 to 1-62, organized so as to move downstream in the GSS, and sources are, respec-
tively, Halkin and Rossby (1985), Johns et ai. (1995) and Richardson (1985). The
difference between Eulerian and Lagrangian views of the transport of the Gulf Stream
is ilustrated in Figure 1-63, adapted from Johns et ai. (1995). A contemporary picture
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Figure 1-57a: Potential temperature (0C) and salinity (psu) sections (contours) across the Gulf
Stream at 68°W, adapted from Hall and Fofonoff (1993).
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Figure 1-57b: Potential temperature CC) and salinity (psu) sections (contours) across the Gulf
Stream at 55°VV adapted from Hall and Fofonoff( 1993).
of the transport structure of the GSS including downstream increase and modification
is contained in Figure 1-64, adapted from Johns et al. (1995); see also Hogg (1992) and
Hogg and Johns (1995).
Somewhere in the vicinity of 50oW, say between 55 and 45°W, the Gulf Stream
decreases in transport and branches. The decrease in transport is associated with
divergence from the eastward zonal jet into its recirculations and return flow and
continuation as the North Atlantic Current. There are four principal branches of the
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Figure I-58: Potential density (kg m-3) sections across the Gulf Stream at 68°W (a) and 55°W
(b), adapted from Hall and Fofonoff (1993).
Gulf Stream in the upper ocean (Figure 1-2l), the North Atlantic Current (NAC), the
Azores Current (which eventually supplies the wind-driven component of the Florida
Current), a southern recirculation, and a northern recirculation. The NAC is discussed
in the section on subpolar circulations. The Azores Current, a name I use in a general-
ized sense to mean all of the flow east and south from the Gulf Stream that does not
recirculate north of the Caribbean, is discussed in the next section, along with the gyre
interior. Recirculations are discussed throughout this report, and there is also a contri-
bution of - i Sv into the Mediterranean Sea from the generalized Azores Current.
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Figure 1-60:
Downstream
speed (in cm s-I)
contour figures
for the Gulf
Stream at 73°W,
adapted from
Halkin and
Rossby (1985).
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Figure I-59: Gulf Stream
transport (x106 m3 s-I) in
temperature (0C) classes
at a variety of sections,
adapted from Hall and
Fofonoff (1993).
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Figure 1-62: Downstream
speed (in cm s-I) contour
figures for the Gulf
Stream at 55°W, adapted
from Richardson (1985).
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Figure 1-64: Summary of observa-
tions of the downstream increase in
transport of the Gulf Stream from
Cape Hatteras to 55°W, adapted
from johns et af. (1995). Solid
circles are from Knauss (1969),
open circles are from Leaman et af.
(1989), johns et af. (1995), and
Hogg (1992). The open triangles
and squares are from Hogg (1992,
73°,60° and 55°W) and johns et af.
(1995, 68°W).
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Figure 1-63: An illustration,
at two depths (500 and
4000 m) of Eulerian and
Langrangian views of the
Gulf Stream, adapted from
johns et af. (1995).
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Figure 1-65: (top) Cumulative westward transport
from the shelf break to the edge of the Gulf Stream.
The solid line shows the total transport; the dashed
line excludes the shaded area denoted DWBC.
(bottom) Cross section of mean zonal flow (in cm s-I)
north of the Gulf Stream near 68°W Solid lines
denote westward flow, adapted from Johns et al.
(1995, their figure 14).
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The structure of the
flow regime in Slope Water
at 68°W (Johns et ai.,
1995; Shay et ai., 1995) is
shown in Figure I -65. This
figure clearly shows both
the DWBC and the north-
ern recirculation gyre.
Note that the DWBC is also
observed to meander
(Johns and Watts, 1986).
The northern ( slope water)
and southern
recirculations of the Gulf
Stream have received a lot
of attention, being "respon-
sible" for the downstream
increase in transport of the
GSS. In Figure 64, the
baroclinic transport of the
Gulf Stream from Cape
Hatteras to 55°W is basi-
cally constant at about 50
Sv. However, relatively
depth-independent, at least
partially eddy-driven,
recirculations are respon-
sible for a barotropic trans-
port that doubles from
- 50 to - 100 Sv between
Cape Hatteras and 55°W.
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4c. The Gyre Interior
Historically, investigations of the upper layers (above 1000 m or so, say, or above
(J e ,; 27.4) of the subtropical gyre interior tended to be dominated by questions about
the applicability of the Sverdrup relation (Leetmaa et ai., 1977; Roemmich and
Wunsch, 1985; Schmitz et ai., 1992; Stommel, 1958, 1965), the existence and strength
of any Antiles Current (Olson et ai., 1984; Owens et aL., 1988; Rosenfeld et ai., 1989;
Stommel, 1958, 1965), the role of eddies in the mean circulation (Stommel, 1958,
1965; Schmitz et aL., 1983), transports across, say, 24°N (Hall and Bryden, 1982;
Roemmich and Wunsch, 1985), the source and transport of the Azores Current (Gould,
1985; Stramma, 1984; Siedler et ai., 1992), and the structure and time dependence of
flows near the eastern boundary (Käse et ai., 1985; Müller and Siedler, 1992; Pollard
and Pu, 1985; Saunders, 1982; Schmitz et ai., 1988; Stramma, 1984; Zenk and Müller,
1988; Zenk et ai., 1991). Hank Stommel was fond of analyzing hydrographic data in
special ways to determine currents, and in the interior another of his neat ideas was
the Beta Spiral (e.g., Stommel and Schott, 1977).
Figure 1-66: Transports calcu-
lated from the Sverdrup
relation with the "Ekman
Component" subtracted (thin
line), compared with geo-
strophic transports calculated
using hydrographic data along
24°N, solid line denotes data
taken in 1981, dashed line
indicates earlier IGY data-based
results from Leetmaa et 01.
(1977), adapted from
Roemmich and Wunsch (1985);
see also Schmitz et 01. (1992).
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Figure 1-67: The LlD pattern 40°
(100/700 dbar, in dynamic
meters) in the subtropical
North Atlantic based on the
hydrographic data set used by
Leetmaa et al. (1977) and
Stommel et al. (1978); see
Schmitz et al. (1992), their
figure 6.
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Debate (Hautala et aL., 1994) over the validity of Sverdrup balance in the North
Atlantic was initiated by Leetmaa et aL. (1977), who demonstrated that this balance is
generally consistent with hydrographic data in the eastern 4000 km of the subtropical
gyre. The Sverdrup relation was also compared with data along 24°N (Figure 1-66) by
Roemmich and Wunsch (1985). Dynamic height variation (i1D) curves are shown in
Figure 1-67 for the upper layers of the subtropical and tropical North Atlantic, adapted
from Stommel (personal communication), see also Schmitz et ai. (1992) and Böning et
ai. (199la). Sverdrup transport contours are superimposed on selected dynamic height
contours in Figure 1-68. Sverdrup balance over the North Atlantic along 24°N up to the
eastern edge of the Florida Current requires that the subtropical circulation (above a
ae of'; 27.4, say) consists of a 30-Sv horizontal circulation cell composed of southward
Sverdrup flow in the interior and northward flow in the Florida Current (Roemmich
and Wunsch, 1985). However, such a "closed" shallow horizontal circulation cell in the
subtropical North Atlantic is clearly inconsistent with the required net northward
transport of a sizable quantity of surface water to be converted to deep water in the
polar and Labrador seas. Roemmich and Wunsch (1985) noted that the actual basin-
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wide integral of the observed geostrophic transport was 19 Sv southward, a number
more consistent with the existence of the thermohaline cell but implying that Sverdrup
balance cannot be "valid" all the way to the eastern edge of the Florida Current. Their
study suggests that the observed and wind-derived geostrophic transports begin to
disagree systematically about 2000 km east of the western boundary, roughly one third
of the distance across the subtropical Atlantic. The total Sverdrup transport in the
eastern two thirds of the Atlantic basin (17 Sv) is then consistent with the purely wind-
driven component of the Florida Current, with the remaining 13 Sv of Florida Current
transport returned southward at depth in the (DWBC) thermohaline cell (Schmitz and
Richardson, 1991; Schmitz et ai., 1992). I feel (Figure 1-21) that there is an order 10
Sv, partly wind-driven, component to the southern Gulf Stream recirculation that
appears as an "Antiles Current."
In the western segment of the gyre interior, particularly near 24°N, considerable
attention has been focused on both the Antiles Current and on the DWBC. Sections
through this area are shown in Figure 1-69. Surface dynamic heights are shown in
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Figure 1-68: Sverdrup
transport curves
superimposed on
selected ~D contours
taken from Figure 1-
67, adapted from
Schmitz et 01. (1992).
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Figure 1-70: Surface
dynamic topography
(dynamic meters) 25°
relative to 1000 m in
the western sub-
tropical North
Atlantic, taken from
Schmitz et 01. (1992).
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Figure 1-69: Time-
averaged northward
speed contours (cm s-I)
for a section off Abaco,
Bahamas, adapted from
Rosenfeld et 01. (1989).
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Figure 1-70. The DWBC is well defined in Figure 1-69, from about 1000 m depth to near
the bottom. There is a possible "Antiles Current" concentrated on the inshore edge of
the section with a northward speed maximum at - 500 m depth. However, this current
appears to be part of a closed circulation pattern on regional scale (e.g., Figure 1-70).
The role of eddies in the dynamics of the gyre interior wil be discussed in more
detail in Section 8 and in Volume III. Generally speaking, my opinion is that eddies do
not playa particularly important role in the dynamics of the ocean interior (see
Schmitz et al., 1983). 1\o large field programs (MODE and POLYMODE), primarily
emphasizing mesoscale eddies, were carried out in the 1970s near 28° and 3ioN in an
area centered (nominally) on 700W, in the gyre interior (but west and near the sub-
tropical front) and on the edge of the southern Gulf Stream recirculation (The MODE
Group, 1978; Owens et al., 1982; Owens, 1985). The spectral characteristics of the
MODE Site have been summarized by Schmitz (1989). In addition, a large air-sea
interaction program was conducted near the same area in the mid 1980s (Weller,
1991). In the east, key observational articles are by Gould (1983), Müller and Siedler
(1992), Schmitz et al. (1988), and Zenk and Müller (1988).
For the Azores Current, and flows near the eastern boundary, along with the North
Equatorial Current east of - SooN, I have relied on Gould (1985), Käse and Siedler
(1982), Käse et al. (1985), Klein and Siedler (1989), Pollard and Pu (1985), Siedler et
al. (1985), Stramma (1984), Sy (1988), Zenk and Müller (1988), and Zenk et al.
(1991). Klein and Siedler (1989) have discussed the origin of the Azores Current very
nicely, and Saunders (1982) has described a circulation pattern in the northern North
Atlantic consistent with the Klein and Siedler (1989) results. The circulation pattern
east of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge by Stramma (1984), which was used as a basic reference
by SM93, was shown above in Figure 1-37.
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4d. Eddies and the Gulf Stream System
In Section 7 below, eddies wil be discussed extensively. In this section, I wil
briefly summarize the kinematics of eddies close to the Stream itself. Gulf Stream
meanders wil appear as an eddy (periods 20-200 days, say) signal in an Eulerian time-
series frame of reference. Meander statistics are summarized in Figure I-56. Gulf
Stream Rings (Figures 1-7l and 1-72) were the first type of mesoscale eddy to be exten-
sively studied (Fuglister, 1971; Fuglister and Worthington, 1951; Iselin, 1940;
Richardson et aL., 1973, 1978; Richardson, 1976, 1993). As indicated above, to a cur-
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Figure 1-71: The kinematics of Gulf Stream warm ring formation, from P. Richard-
son (personal communication, 1995).
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rent meter, Gulf
Stream meanders
register as eddies as
do Gulf Stream
Rings when they
pass through a site
(Hogg, 1994; Hogg
and Johns, 1995).
Gulf Stream
Rings and meanders
have been fairly easy
to get at kinemati-
cally (synoptic
scale) in the upper
reaches of the Gulf
Stream (the 10°
isotherm and above,
say), as evidenced
by the material in
the papers noted at
the start of this
section and in vari-
ous review articles.
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Figure 1-72: A map of the western North Atlantic with a sche-
matic representation of the Gulf Stream path, and having a typical
number of both cold and warm core rings present, taken from
Richardson (1976).
The deep variability
and mean flow for rings as well as the Gulf Stream System itself have historically been
difficult to describe (Schmitz et ai., 1970; Schmitz, 1977). The overall transport struc-
ture of both rings and the GSS has also required a lot of effort to define, with break-
throughs in one or more of these areas being accomplished by Hogg (1983), Hall and
Bryden (1985), Johns and Watts (1986), Hall and Fofonoff (1993), Hogg (1994), Hogg
and Johns (1995), and Johns et ai. (1995).
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Although many investigations of the western tropical Atlantic and Caribbean Sea(Figure 1-73) have shed light on the circulation there and on the exchange be-
tween the South and North Atlantic, it is an extremely complicated area (Bruce et aL.,
1985; Cochrane, 1969; Cochrane et al., 1979; Flagg et al., 1986; Mazeika, 1973;
Mazieka et al., 1980; Metcalf, 1968, 1976; Metcalf and Stalcup, 1967; Model, 1950;
Pilsbury, 1890; Richardson and Reverdin, 1987; Roemmich, 1981; Stalcup and
Metcalf, 1972). However, the North Brazil Current System and lately the Caribbean
passages have been studied extensively in recent years (Brown et al., 1992; da Silveira
et al., 1994; Johns et al., 1990; Richardson, 1994; Richardson et al., 1994; Schott et al.,
1995; SR9l; Wilson and Johns, 1996; Wilson et aL., 1994), so that a clearer picture is
emerging. One schematic of the upper level currents at low latitudes in the North
Atlantic is shown in Figure 1-74.
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Figure 1-73: A map of the Caribbean Sea area, showing key passage names.
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Table I - 7: Summary of Windward Island Passages monitorig program cruises
(Wilson and Johns, 1996)
Dates Ship Stations Grenada St. Vincent St. Lucia Dominica
WI-I 12-20 Dec 1991 HMBS Trdent 14 A A A
WI-2 04-09 May 1992 HMBS Trdent 14 A A A
WI-3 18-22 Sep 1992 HMBS Trdent 14 A A A
WI-4 08-14 Dec 1992 HMBS Trdent 17 A A A
WI-S 07-12 Feb 1993 HMBS Trdent 8 C
WI-6 24-28 Mar 1993 HMBS Trdent 14 B B B
WI-7 08-10 Jun 1993 Malcolm Baldrige 21 D D D D
WI-8 01-09 Apr 1994 Malcolm Baldrige 27 D D D D
WI-9 18-28 Jul 1994 Malcolm Baldrige 42 D D D D
WI-LO 06-09 Dec 1994 HMBS Trdent 6 D
Total 177 7 9 9 5
A Full depth CTD and upper ocean (0. 300 m) ADCP C Upper ocean (0. 300 m) ADCP only
B Full depth CTD only D Full depth CTD and full depth lowered ADCP
Wilson and Johns (1996) have recently carried out the most extensive transport
measurement program ever in the (southern) Caribbean passages. Results are summa-
rized in Tables I - 7 through I -9 and Figure I - 75. Table I - 7 is a list of the cruises made
and location of lines of stations across passages. In Table 1-8, there are transport esti-
mates for each of these cruises along with some statistics. The most remarkable feature
of Table 1-8 is the very large amplitude, long-term variabilty in the measured trans-
ports. This feature was originally noted by Pilsbury (1890) and Model (1950, using
Pilsbury's results, Table I-LO), but made much clearer by Wilson and Johns (1996).
Pilsbury (1890) actually found no net transport through Grenada Passage and sur-
roundings. Another Îeature (Tabìe I-LÛ) emphasized by Model (195û) was the broad
distribution (see also Schmitz et ai., 1993) of net transport through many passages, not
just the southern passages. Table 1-9lists mean transports for temperature layers,
adapted from Wilson and Johns (1996) and SR9l. The SR9l estimates were based on
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Table 1-8: Tota transport (in units of 106 m3 s-l) by cruse and passage
(Wilson and Johns, 1996)
Cruise
(12/91)
(5/92)
(9/92)
(12/92)
(2, 3/93)
(6/93)
( 4/94 )
(7/94)
(12/94)
Mean
Std Err
Direct Obs. Only
SR91
Std. Dev
Grenada
0.27 Sv
6.9
0.1
2.6
St. Vincent
0.20 Sv
5.9
2
4.9
2.2
St. Lucia
0.17 Sv
0.1
0.5
1.4
2.2
no complete deep transport sections
11.2
2.2
4.9
4.7
1.6
5.4
9.5
3.2
4.9
-0.2
4.3
3.4
0.8
3
9.7
2
0.8
0.9
1.9
-0.4
0.9
0.3
0.8
5.9
1.2
3 PSG Total
12.9
2.6
7
16.9
2.9
11.1
(9.0) 8.9
(1.8) 2.3
9.2
25.1
4
Table 1-9: Mean transport temperature layers for indicated passages
(Wilson and Johns, 1996)
Passage c:7°C
Grenada 0.1 (0.1)
St. Vincent-0.1 (0.1)
St. Lucia -0.1 (0.1)
Total -0.1 (0.2)
SR91
Grenada 1.8
St. Vincent 1.8
St. Lucia 2.1
Total 5.7
:;7°C
4.6 (1.5)
3.5 (0.8)
1 (0.3)
9.1 (1.7)
7.7
7.8
3.8
19.4
7-12°C
1.2 (0.8)
0.5 (0.3)
-0.2 (0.1)
1.5 (0.8)
2.2
1.6
1.3
5.1
12-17°C
0.7 (0.3)
0.6 (0.2)
0.1 (0.1)
1.4 (0.3)
0.6
2.2
0.9
3.7
17-24°C
0.6 (0.4)
0.7 (0.1)
0.3 (0.1)
1.6 (0.4)
2.1
1.8
0.8
4.7
12-24°C
1.3 (0.5)
1.4 (0.3)
0.4 (0.1)
3.1 (0.6)
:;24°C
2.2 (0.4)
1.5 (0.4)
0.8 (0.1)
4.5 (0.6)
Dominica
0.3
0.5
-0.2
1.9
-0.3
0.5
0.5
0.7
2.6
Total
4.7 (1.6)
3.4 (0.8)
0.9 (0.4)
9.0 (1.8)
9.5
9.7
5.9
25.1
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Table I-10: Carbbean Passage transports (in Sv.) accordig
to Pilsbury (1890) and Model (1950)
Passage Boundaries
Paria-Grenada-St. Vincent
St. Vincent-St. Lucia
St. Lucia-Martinique
Martinique-Dominica
Dominica-Guadalupe
Guadalupe-Antigua
Antigua-Barbuda
Barbuda-St. Martin, Anguila
St. Martin, Anguila-Anegada, Virgin Gorda
Anegada, Virgin Gorda-Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico-Haiti
Haiti-Cuba
Transport
o
3.2
3.1
4.8
2.7
5.1
0.2
2.2
2.9
o
3.0
0.8
28.0
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Figure 1-74: The pattern, location and nomenclature of the principal upper layer currents in the
tropical Atlantic, adapted from Richardson and Walsh (1986).
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Figure 1-75: Transport per unit depth (in 104m2 s-I) by I O-meter vertical bins: (a) Grenada Passage,
(b) St. Vincent Passage, (c) St. Lucia Passage, and (d) sum ofthe three southern passages, adapted
from Wilson and Johns, 1996.
only 1 month of lowered current meter data (Table I-II) acquired by Stalcup and
Metcalf (1972).
The retroflection area is well defined by surface drifters (Figure 1-76), presented
by Richardson and Reverdin (1987) and Richardson et ai. (1994). Summary schemat-
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Figure 1-76: A compilation of surface drifter data in the North Brazil Current Retroflection area,
1983-1985, adapted from Richardson and Reverdin (1987); (a) selected individual tracks, and (b)
averaged or mean velocity.
ics for North Brazil Retroflection Eddies (Richardson, 1994) with the larger scale circu-
lation in their area of occurrence are shown in Figure 1-77, and a detailed case study in
1-78. These features have now been modelled with some relevance (Fratantoni et ai.,
1995), as has seasonal variabilty (Bäning et aL., 1991b).
SOFAR floats have recently been used to study the deep flow in the vicinity of the
equator (Richardson and Schmitz, 1993). 1\o possible syntheses of the general flow
pattern observed at 1800 m are shown in Figure 1-79. McCartney and colleagues have
focused on the deep flow at low latitudes in the past several years (McCartney, 1993;
McCartney et aL., 1991; McCartney and Curry, 1993). The exchange of water between
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the South and North Atlantic has long been a central topic in tropical oceanography.
Table 1-12, for example, is taken from Sverdrup et al. (1942). Even today this table
looks good to me, at both the equator and perhaps at 300S. The specific numbers by
layers compare to within a few Sverdrups with SM93 and SR91. Recent measurements
of the origins of the NBCS in the South Atlantic (da Silveira et aL., 1994; Schott et al.,
1995; Stramma, 1991; Stramma et al., 1990, 1995), are also consistent with Table 1-12,
SR91 and SM93 to within a few Sverdrups, in terms of net (not including retroflected
transports) flow into the North Atlantic.
Table I-II: Westward transport through the Grenada, St. Vmcent
and St. Lucia Passages as measured with a lowered current meter
(Sverdrups)
Date ;:36 02 minimum -:4.8 Total
Grenada Passage
16 March 3.8 1.8 2.0 7.6
20 March 2.6 2.2 1.7 6.5
14 April 4.8 3.6 1.9 10.3
17 April 8.9 4.1 2.9 15.9
18 April 6.6 2.3 1.4 10.3
18 April 3.3 2.8 1.2 7.3
Mean 4.9 2.8 1.8 9.6
St. Vincent Passage
22 March 4.1 5.4 3.2 12.7
23 March 4.6 5.8 1.7 12.1
26 March 3.5 3.6 1.7 8.8
10 April 3.8 2.7 1.2 7.7
12 April 4.3 2.6 1.2 8.1
13 April 4.7 2.6 1.7 9.0
Mean 4.1 3.8 1.8 9.7
St. Lucia Passage
3 April 1.3 1.8 1.9 5.0
5 April 2.0 2.6 2.2 6.8
Mean 1.6 2.2 2.1 5.9
Grand means 10.6 9.0 5.7 25.2
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Figure 1-77: Large scale schematic diagram for North Brazil Current retroflection eddies and their
environment, adapted from Richardson (1994).
Of course, the equatorial Atlantic is a major research area in its own right
(Gouriou and Reverdin, 1992; Leetmaa et ai., 1981; Philander, 1973; Philander and
Pacanowski, 1986a and b). Numerical models developed by Philander and Pacanowski
(1986a, b) have been shown to agree with the ocean surface data base to within a
factor of about 2 by Richardson and Philander (1987). Gouriou and Reverdin (1992,
their figure 18) identify 7 Sv of surface layer water crossing into the North Atlantic, in
reasonable agreement with Schmitz and Richardson (1991) and Figure 1-2l (which has
9 Sv).
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Figure 1-78: North Brazil Current retroflection eddies and associated sunace drifter tracks, 1979.
Table 1-12: Transport of water across Latitude 300S and across the equator,
adapted from Sverdrup et ai. (1942, their table 76)
0°
Transport in milion m3/sec
toward
Water Mass North South
Upper water 16 10
Intermediate water 9
Deep water 18
Bottom water 3
Upper water 6
Intermediate water 2
Deep water 9
Bottom water 1
Latitude
300S
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Figure 1-79: Schematic diagrams for the flow patterns implied by SOFAR float trajectories at
1800 m.
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This area, with its proximity to Europe and Canada, has been the focus of a lot ofatt ntion is orically. My wn ex rience with the north rn North Atlantic has
not been extensive, so this treatment of the topic wil be restricted, but not because
the area is not important. Emphasis wil be on intergyre or interbasin exchange. The
"upper layer" water used to form NADW must enter subpolar latitudes (:: - 400N) from
the subtropics (2: 20° and:: 400N). One version of such an exchange was shown earlier
in this report in Figures 1-21 and 1-22, which are modifications (updates) of figures 8
and 14 in SM93.
A recent schematic of the part of the largest scale meridional cell involving DSOW
(Denmark Straits Overflow Water) in the North Atlantic is shown in Figure 1-80 (M.
UNADW
AABW
PLUME
=:
RIDGE SUBPOLAR
GYRE
SUBTROPICAL
GYRE
TROPICAL
GYRE EQ
Figure 1-80: A meridional schematic section of the largest-scale overturning (thermohaline) cell in the
North Atlantic, including a possible mixing mechanism, according to M. McCartney and R. Curry
(personal communication, 1996). See text (especially Table I-I) for water mass nomenclature.
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Figure 1-81: A circulation scheme for the northern North Atlantic according to McCartney (1995,
personal communication), adapted from Heywood et 01. (1994), Ellett (1993), and Krauss (1986). Red
lines denote water - 15°C, yellow - 4°C and blue - O°C, with shadings of oranges or greens indicat-
ing intermediate temperatures. The small curled or spiraling lines denote sinking.
McCartney and R. Curry, personal communication, 1996). Please note that this figure
and my meridional cell (Figure I-12, which also c0l!tains overflow across the Iceland-
Scotland ridge system, and forms MNADW directly in the northern North Atlantic) are
somewhat different. In Figure 1-80, comparatively warm (dark blue) water from the
subtropics, while in the "subpolar gyre," (a) exits (solid pink line) into the nordic seas
and returns after conversion to overflow water (NSOW, red line); (b) is also partially
transformed by convection into LSW (brown line), some of which is in addition later
entrained (dashed brown line) into NSOW, and is the source for UNADW; and (c) also
gets directly entrained (dashed pink line) into NSOW. The DSOW plume that is formed
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Figure 1-82: The transports for the upper 1000 m of various currents in the northern North Atlantic,
adapted from Dietrich et al. (1980); see also Dietrich ( I 969a, b) and Krauss (1986, 1995). See text
for discussion. Transports next to various currents are in Sverdrups; squares denote descending
water. Solid lines denote relatively warm currents, broken lines relatively cold.
from NSOW and both warm and LS\V entrainment "mixes" with AAB\V (light blue
line) and cold entrainment (yellow line) to form LNADW. The biggest difference be-
tween 1-80 and my 1-12 is that 1-80 does not include the overflow across the Iceland-
Scotland Ridge and the MNADW in Figure I-12.
Another recent schematic in a similar vein, of the associated horizontal circula-
tion in the Subpolar Gyre Area, is shown in Figure 1-8l (M. McCartney, personal
communication, 1995; adapted from Ellett, 1993; Heywood et al., 1994; and Krauss,
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1986). The transports for the upper 1000 m of various currents in the Subpolar North
Atlantic according to Dietrich et aL. (1980) are shown in Figure 1-82 (which also con-
tains major topographic features); see also Dietrich (1969a, b) and Krauss (1986,1995)
and Wegner (1973). Beyond ~ SooN in Figure 1-82, the NAC (labeled Na in Figure 1-82)
and its northern branches are shown to transport 11-12 Sv, in comparison with 13-14
Sv in Figure 1-21, hardly a significant difference. The sinking of 4 Sv in the Labrador
Sea in Figure 1-82 is identical to that in Figure 1-21 (and its progenitor in SM93). The
other branches of the NAC, those south of ~ SooN, are different from those shown in
Figure 1-21. In particular, there is no Newfoundland Basin Eddy in Figure 1-82, as
opposed to the case presented by Mann (1967) and Clarke et ai. (1980), adopted by
SM93, and as in Figure 1-21. On the other hand, the transports branching from the
NAC south of ~ SOON yield a summed transport of 20-25 Sv, about the strength as-
600
Figure 1-83: The North Atlantic Subpolar gyre circulation, adapted from Laier and Wright (1993).
Red denotes warm water of subtropical origin, green water as it starts to cool in the Irminger
Current, and blue denotes very cold water, basically LSW in the SPGS.
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signed to the upper layers of the Newfoundland Basin Eddy in Figure 1-21. The compos-
ite circulation in Figures 1-81 and 1-82 that is south of the polar seas and north of the
GSS is here called the Subpolar Gyre Circulation System (SGCS).
The circulation in the western subpolar North Atlantic has been exceptionally well
determined by Canadian oceanographers (Clarke, 1984; Clarke and Gascard, 1983;
Clarke et aL., 1980; Lazier, 1973, 1982, 1994; Lazier and .Wright, 1993; Mann, 1967), as
indicated for example in Figure 1-83, adapted from Lazier and \Vright (1993). Lazier
and .Wright (1993) is a critical reference for establishing the contemporary picture of
the Subpolar Gyre Circulation. Krauss and colleagues (Krauss, 1986, 1995; Krauss and
Meinke, 1982; Krauss et al., 1990) have also done a lot of work in the northern North
Atlantic, especially on the North Atlantic Current; see also Saunders (1982), Sy (1988)
and Sy et al. (1992). Figure 1-84 is a picture of the eddy field (the first accurate EKE
distribution) associated with the North Atlantic Current (Krauss, 1986). There have
also been recent satellte-altimeter-data-based estimates of surface KE there (Heywood
et al., 1994).
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Figure 1-84: EKE in the vicinity of the North Atlantic Current
(NAC). Contours in units 100 cm2 s-2, solid arrows denote the
path of the NAC system.
My starting
point for the "upper
layer circulation" in
the northern North
Atlantic is at the
location where the
Gulf Stream System
splits near the Grand
Banks. At this point
the upper mixed
layer flow in Figure
1-21 from the South
Atlantic into the
GSS and subtropical
gyre has hypotheti-
cally been converted
to something like
NAGW, which I take
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to include the upper layer convection resulting in 18° .Water as well as subtropical
underwater. A schematic diagram by SM93 comparing Mann (1967) and vVorthington
(1976) is shown in Figure 1-8S. Schmitz and McCartney (1993) basically agree with
Mann (1967) and Clarke et aL. (1980) concerning a connection between the GSS and
the NAC, along with the existence of a Newfoundland Basin Eddy (Mann, 1967). The
SM93 estimate of 13 Sv (increased to 14 here) of upper layer (12 Sv ;: 7°C directly
from the GSS, 1 Sv Mediterranean vVater; see Figure I-2l) compensation flow in the
NAC is the upper layer NADvV replacement only, and does not include the upper layer
of the predominantly wind- and thermodynamically-driven subpolar gyre proper (see
Figure 1-89 and accompanying discussion in the following). A scheme that has more
than 14 Sv or so of upper layer water (T ;: 7°C) moving from the subtropics into the
subpolar area needs to either return the excess relative to 14 Sv of this water south in
the upper layer or provide correspondingly more (than 14 Sv) lower layer (T 0( 7°C)
water formed or joining NADvV. Schmitz and McCartney (1993) also have 4 Sv modi-
fied AABvV joining NADvV, as indicated in Figure I-86 (identical to Figure 1-22, except
600W
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Figure 1-85: A
comparison
between the
path of the Gulf
Stream and the
Newfoundland
Basin Eddy
according to
Mann (1967) and
Worthington
(1976), adapted
from SM93.
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Figure 1-86: Circulation schematic for NADW (1.6°-4°C), based on SM93 figure 12b. Green denotes
NADW, dark blue is bottom water, light blue lines are used when NADW is also bottom water, red
hexagons indicate entrained MIW (modified) or SPMW or perhaps even NADW. Squares represent
sinking, and triangles represent upwelling. Transports are in Sverdrups.
that the light blue deep recirculating gyres or eddies have been removed from 1-22 for
clarity), an update of their figure 12a, for 1.8° ~ e ~ 4.0°C, nominaL. This update (Fig-
ure 1-86, which only considers flows associated with NADW) includes some of
McCartney's latest ideas, as well as some of mine (see updated front cover ilustration).
The NAC does not carry only subtropical water; it also entrains and recirculates
(Figures 1-8l and 1-82) subpolar water to the north. The "northern recirculation" or
Subpolar Gyre ("proper") is composed of the Irminger and 'Vest Greenland and Labra-
dor Currents, including that part of the latter which joins the NAC (Figures 1-8l--I-83).
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So the transport of the upper layer NAC is composed of (taking the lower extent of the
NAC at 1500-2000 m, - 50_7°C): (1) "Subtropical water" from the GSS, a total of 13
Sv, about 5 Sv of which is remnant upper AAI\V, (2) 1 Sv "entrained" MOW, (3) - 25
Sv recirculation to the southeast of the NAC, within the Newfoundland Basin between
about 40° and 45°N, located southeast of the Grand Banks and west of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge. This is the southern recirculation of the NAC, called by Mann (1967) the New-
foundland Basin Eddy, probably an eddy-induced flow as is the case for the northern
recirculation of the GSS, and to some extent the southern recirculation of the GSS, (4)
a northern recirculation (or "proper or classical subpolar gyre"), transporting about 30
Sv above 1500-2000 m. Both wind-forcing and
thermohaline processes (Spall, 1992) are 800 700
500
600
500
400
600 400 200 00
Figure 1-87a: The deep circulation in the northern North Atlantic, adapted from Dickson et al. (1990).
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important in the subpolar gyre proper, possibly dominating any eddy-forced rectifica-
tion.
.Warm water transformation does not occur in one large step at a single site in the
subpolar area. Rather, upper layer waters are progressively cooled, sink by convection,
and are modified by lateral and vertical mixing as they move around the northern
recirculation of the NAC or classical subpolar gyre that is both wind-driven and a
cooling spiral, converting NAGW into SPlvi\V into LS\V. As the water of subtropical
origin in the NAC turns northward and westward, about 5 Sv are lost first to the nordic
seas (Mauritzen, 1993) and then another 5 Sv
to entrainment into the overflows, plus 4 Sv
involved in "open ocean
convection" to
800 700
500 500
.
600
400 400
600 400 200 0°
Figure 1-87b: The deep circulation in the northern North Atlantic, adapted from Dickson and
Brown (1994).
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LSW. An observation of ambient subpolar gyre water being entrained into the overflow
was reported early on (Müller et al., 1974). In the upper layer subpolar gyre, air-sea
heat loss cools a thick near-surface layer, the Subpolar Mode \Vater (Talley and
McCartney, 1982), from 11°C to 3-4°C while precipitation and cross-frontal fluxes of
runoff and ice-melt water freshen it from about 35.5 to 35.0. High latitude cooling and
freshening drive the warm water transport progressively to colder, fresher and denser
classes. The coldest of the thick surface layers is convected to about 1500 m in the
Labrador Sea, forming LS\V. There is a very new article on the origin of the warm
inflow to the nordic seas (McCartney, 1996), which goes into much more detail than is
done in this report. McCartney (1996) argues for conversion of NAC\V into SPMW.
700 100° 60° 40° 20° 0° 20° 40°
60°
Figure 1-88:
Overfows from
the polar North
Atlantic and their
fate in the subpo-
lar North Atlantic,
according to Lee
(1974). This work
anticipates much
of the modern
picture.
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Perhaps the mixed-layer water flowing across the equator is converted to NACW in the
North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre.
With respect to deep and bottom water circulation in the northern North Atlantic,
Dickson's articles (Dickson and Brown, 1994; Dickson et al., 1990) have been very
influential (e.g., Figure 1-87), along with publications by, for example, McCartney and
Talley (1984), McCartney (1992), Reid (1994), and Lynn and Reid (1968). Figure 1-87a
is a picture of the fate of overflow water in the northern North Atlantic taken from
Dickson et al. (1990). Figure 1-87b is an update of Figure 1-87a by Dickson and Brown
(1994). There is a recent dissertation by Mauritzen (1993) which has focused our
200
00
1000 800 600 400 200 0°
Figure 1-89: A new schematic for the warm water interbasin and subpolar circulation in the northern
North Atlantic. See text for an explanation of the colored lines. Transports in circles in Sverdrups, as
usual, along with triangles denoting modified MBW.
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attention on a "new" vision of NADW formation. This vision also affects what one
might look for in the circulation patterns of the subpolar gyre, including the upper
layer. A comparatively early version (Lee, 1974) of the path and location of the over-
flows is shown in Figure 1-88, which anticipates rather well much of Figure 1-87, and
other overflow schemes.
A new general summary scheme associated with the above discussion of the gen-
eral circulation in the subpolar North Atlantic (but excluding the Newfoundland Basin
Eddy) as influenced by the subtropical and tropical North Atlantic is offered in Figure
1-89, which also includes one version of a subpolar gyre. Figure 1-89 is a depiction of
the horizontal patterns of the flows associated with the NAnw cell, excluding recircula-
tion of NAD\¥. In Figure 1-89,9 Sv of mixed layer (upper 50-100 m or so depth range)
water with T:2 24°C enters the North Atlantic from the South Atlantic as a purple line.
This 9 Sv is converted (red line) to NACW (perhaps first partly to 18° \¥ater) in the
subtropical gyre and exits through the NAC while to some extent joining the subpolar
gyre (orange lines). The warmer segment of this flow (4 Sv) exits the subpolar gyre into
the polar seas. The green line crossing the equator into the North Atlantic carrying 5
Sv is "upper" intermediate water that transits the subtropical gyre and also partly joins
the subpolar gyre (orange). One Sverdrup of NAC\¥ is converted to MO\¥ which joins
the NAC. Part of this MOW plus some upper intermediate water enters the polar seas
for a total of 1 Sv (green line). The rest of the MO\¥ joins the subpolar gyre. Five
Sverdrups in the NAC and subpolar gyre of subtropical origin is entrained into the
overflows (light blue for ISO\¥ and the "modifed" AABW that joins it to become
MNADW, dark blue for DSOW) to increase their transport from 5 to 10 Sv. Four
Sverdrups of subtropical origin in the subpolar gyre (orange) joins the flow of NADW
(light blue line) in the subpolar regions as SPMW and LDW and is eventually converted
to UNAD\¥ with some MOW influence. The DWBC carrying 16 Sv NADW is joined by 2
Sv "western" AABW near the Grand Banks, and all this enters the subtropics as a
green-line, two-branch DWBC that combines and exits to the South Atlantic carrying
18 Sv. All of the above is simply another (horizontal) version of the discussion around
Figures 1-12, 1-22 and 1-86. North Atlantic Deep Water in the context of the DW13C
throughout the Atlantic wil be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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7. The NADW Meridional Cell and Deep Western Boundary
Current
If we accept some version of the picture of NADW formation contained in earlier. sections of this report (and according to Mauritzen (1993), McCartney (1992),
McCartney and Talley (1984), Dickson and Brown (1994), Price and Baringer (1994),
Schmitz (1995), and SM93), 5 Sv of "NAC upper layer" water with some MOW influ-
ence enters the polar seas on the easternmost side of the northernmost North Atlantic.
In this context "upper layer" refers to water that has T - 5 ~ 15°C in the NAC and
comes from the uppermost layer (~ 9 Sv, after having been converted to something
like NACW) and upper AAIW (~ 5 Sv) flows that enter the tropical North Atlantic from
the South Atlantic through the Equatorial Current System. The 5-Sv flow that enters
the nordic seas exits after modification and entrains about 5 Sv of "ambient" Subpolar
Gyre "upper layer" Water (including "upper" intermediate water) to form 10 Sv NADW.
To form the DWBC (first clearly identified observationally by Swallow and Worthing-
ton, 1961), which extends all the way from the northern North Atlantic to the ACCS,
we add 4 Sv of LSW that was formed by convection of "upper layer" water and ~ 4 Sv
of "modified" AABW. A new version of the meridional structure of the "Atlantic" that
includes the NADW cell was shown in Figure 1-12; see also 1-80. Figure 1-89 (see also
Figures 1-22, 81 and 86) is a new map of the paths and transport amplitudes of the
subtropical and tropical replacement flow for NADW in the northern North Atlantic,
along with the paths of NADW and the Subpolar Gyre (schematically).
Some studies identify the formation of NADW and its flow as a DWBC in the Atlan-
tic Ocean as being a "single" large-scale phenomenon. This is an oversimplifed repre-
sentation of:: complex of regjon::l processes over the gloh::l oce::n, ::lthongh the foni::-
tion process occurs predominantly in the northern North Atlantic. Figure 1-89 shows
some basic horizontal elements of the high-latitude processes: the warm-water source
(NAC) branching from the Gulf Stream; the NAC transporting warm water into the
subpolar gyre; the subpolar gyre acting as a recirculating cooling spiral for the subtropi-
cal waters brought in by the NAG'uas wellas.the collecting point for a recirculating
deep circulation; the eastern subpolar waters augmented by saline water from the
Mediterranean invading the nordic seas; the overflows from the nordic seas entraining
other waters to form the DWBC. Figure 1-89 ilustrates a number of complexities
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brushed over in the simplicity of the single-cell "conveyor belt" picture of interbasin
and intergyre flows. For example, there are three distinct pathways for warm-to-cold
water transformation: (1) the nordic seas path where overflow waters (5 Sv) are
formed; (2) upper-layer transformation by air-sea interaction in the cyclonic flow
around the subpolar gyre that culminates in LS\V formation (4 Sv); and (3) entrain-
ment of ambient warmer waters (5 Sv) into the overflows. Entrainment into the North
Atlantic Deep \Vater of even denser waters of Antarctic origin is also a critical factor in
forming LNAD\V and MNAD\V. Other complicating factors are recirculations within the
different basins. Additional three-dimensional global cuts at the composite global
thermohaline circulation are shown in Figures 1-90 and 1-9l. These figures are global
representations of Figure I-12 and Figures 1-86 and 89. Figure 1-90 is from Arnold
Gordon (personal communication), and 1-9l is my update (with major modifications)
of 1-90, based on Schmitz (1995) and some new ideas. Figures 1-90 and 91 wil be
discussed in a lot more detail in Volume III of this report.
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Figure 1-90: Three-dimensional meridional global ocean slices that depict NADW formation
and replacement, adapted with minor changes from A. Gordon (personal communication).
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There is a recent review article on NADW (Fine, 1995) containing a schematic
(reproduced here as part of Figure 1-92) which exhibits the essentials of the general
path of the DWBC in the North Atlantic, without recirculations. My take on
McCartney's (personal communication, 1996) recent ideas (see also SM93) about the
path of LNADW (8:: 2°C, about) are added to Figure 1-92 as a dashed line. One feature
that I have not yet had the time to include in Figure 1-92 involves newer data and ideas
on the interaction of the path of the DWBC and deep Gulf Stream (Pickart, 1994a, b;
Pickart and Smethie, 1993; Spall, 1996a, b). The flow of NADW (that is above LNADW,
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above about (J = 2°C) in a DWBC from formation region to low latitudes along the
continental slope (Figure 1-93) has been nicely documented by Pickart (1992), Pickart
and Hogg (1989), Pickart and Watts (1990); see also Schmitz (1985), who observed
SOFAR floats at 2000 m moving south around the Grand Banks. The path of the DWBC
in Slope Water is shown in Figure 1-93 and hydrographic properties there are contained
in Figure 1-94.
Recirculations of and time variabilty in the DWBC transport and path are now
being addressed. The interaction between the Gulf Stream and the DWBC in the North
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Figure 1-92: The path of the DWBC, partly according to Fine (1995), and including my take on
recent ideas by McCartney (personal communication, 1996); see also Figures 1-86 and 1-89. The
solid line is the path taken by MNADW and UNADW; the dashed line is the path taken by modified
AABWand LNADW
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Figure 1-93: A schematic of the path of the DWBC in the Slope Water Region,
adapted from Pickart (1992). Dots indicate hydrographic station locations.
Atlantic is a topic of considerable interest (Thompson and Schmitz, 1989; Pickart and
Smethie, 1993; Pickart, 1994a, b; Spall, 1996a, b). One area of particular emphasis
has been with regard to influences on the path of the Gulf Stream, especially separa-
tion. Sections of mean flow across the DWBC along 26.5°N (Lee et ai., 1990) are
contained in Figure 1-95. It is at "low" latitudes that work on recirculations associated
with the DWBC originated (McCartney, 1992, 1993). The transequatorial flow of
NADW is at least as interesting (Friedrichs et ai., 1994) as the upper layer flows there.
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Figure 1-95: Sections of mean flow (cm s-I) across the DWBC
near 26.5°N, adapted from Lee et al. (1990.)
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8. A Few Comments on Intermediate Water
The history of investigations into the mid-depth flow patterns in the World's Oceansa  been n cely summarized by Reid (1981). Early maps of the circulation of
Intermediate Water are shown in Figures 1-96 and 1-97a, b. Throughout the World's
Oceans, the circulation of intermediate water is not yet well documented in critical
regions although important in the global picture (Reid, 1978, 1981; Schmitz, 1995).
In the Atlantic, it has long been recognized (i.e. Figure 1-2, from 1935) that
Mediterranean Water and
AAIW are pervasive
and contrasting
components
of the mid-
depth
200
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Figure 1-96: The circulation of intermediate water in the North Atlantic, adapted from
Sverdrup et al. (1942). MIW denotes Antarctic Intermediate Water, AIW denotes
Arctic Intermediate Water, MW Mediterranean Water.
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00
Figure 1-97a: Intermediate water in the Atlantic Ocean, taken from
Dietrich et 01. (1980): salinity (psu) contours.
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00
Figure 1-97b: Intermediate water in the Atlantic Ocean, taken from
Dietrich et al. (1980): current vectors.
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water mass picture. This boundary in the interior of the North Atlantic is at about 20-
25°N. But upper intermediate water transits the Gulf Stream System from the Carib-
bean to the nordic seas (Figures 1-5l-53). And Mediterranean Water (Worthington,
1976, figure 23) extends up the eastern side of the Atlantic as far as Iceland. A C-
shaped pattern of (jt surfaces in the North Atlantic, between, say, 27.0 and 27.6, was
first published by Montgomery and Pollack (1942).
The outflow from the Mediterranean is about 0.7 x 106 m3 s-l. This seems like a
small transport, but the salinity (38.4 psu) of the outflow is extremely high compared
to any other waters in that depth and density range. This high S can be used to trace
both a northward flow along the eastern boundary (into the North Atlantic Current and
toward the Iceland-Scotland sil) and a westward flow across the Atlantic that presum-
ably turns southward and northward along the western boundary and then perhaps
eastward. As it nears the western boundary, it provides warm water of high salinity to
the Gulf Stream. Maps of the spreading of Mediterranean Water have been presented by
Arhan (1987; see also Käse and Zenk, 1987, and Talley and McCartney, 1982).
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The name typically used for fluctuations in the period range 20-200 days, roughly,with horizontal dimensions of 100-500 km, say, is mesoscale eddies. One hundred
kilometers is a prominent horizontal dimension in the ocean, being the approximate
width of strong currents or half-width of current rings. Rings advecting at a few (1-5)
centimeters per second (km day -1) wil therefore have a period of 40 to 200 days at a
fixed instrument. The most robust observable spatial property of the mesoscale eddy
field in the World's Oceans as well as the North Atlantic (e.g., Schmitz et al., 1983) is
its order( s) of magnitude geographical inhomogeneity in KE (and PE). This pattern of
geographical inhomogeneity (an overall factor of - 10 at the sea surface, and 100 at
abyssal depths) is connected to the pattern of the general ocean circulation, in that the
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Figure 1-98: Eddy kinetic energy (cm2 s-2) at the sea sunace for the North Atlantic,
adapted from Richardson (1985).
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Figure 1-99: Abyssal (- 4000 m depth) eddy kinetic energy (cm2 s-2) for the North Atlantic,
according to Schmitz (1984).
most energetic eddies occur primarily in the vicinity of strong currents. This is clearly
related to the dominant energy source for mesoscale eddies - instabilities in strong
currents (or fronts), in partial analogy to the situation for atmospheric synoptic scale
eddies and fronts. Surface KE distributions are contained in Figures I-13 and 1-17, and
another is shown in Figure 1-98. The corresponding pattern for KM was shown in Figure
I-16. KE for 4000 m is shown in Figure 1-99, PE in Figure I-I00. A section of KE in the
vicinity of the DWBC off Abaco is shown in Figure I-I0L. KE at 700 m was shown in
Figure 1-30, and a section of KE across the Gulf Stream in Figure 1-33. Riser and Rossby
(1983) have published nice maps of quasi-Lagrangian kinetic energy in the western-
most Atlantic, at depths of 700 and 2000 m.
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Eddy time scales are in some sense less spatially inhomogeneous than KE. Spectral
shapes are found to be roughly grouped into two major categories in subtropical gyres
(Schmitz and Luyten, 1991), dominated by the mesoscale time scale (20-200 days,
say) near and in strong currents and dominated by the secular time scale (200 days
and longer) in the gyre interior (Schmitz, 1989; Schmitz et aL., 1988). Near the surface,
atmospheric (-forcing) time scales are noticeable. Near or in the presence of strong
bottom slopes, topographic wave time scales (order a few days) become prominent.
Various spectra of eddies near strong currents are shown in Figure I-102a. A global
spectral summary is contained in Figure 102b. Vertical structures in the vicinity of
some strong currents are contained in Figure I-103a. A comparison of these strong
current KE (z) distributions with similar observations from the Agulhas retroflection is
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Figure 1-100: Eddy potential energy (cm2 s-2) in the North Atlantic, according to Dantzler (1977).
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shown in Figure I-l03b. A similar intercomparison but includingKE (z) from the North
Brazil Current System (taken from Johns et aI., 1990) is contained in Figure 103c.
The first-ever detailed intercomparison of eddy-resolving numerical models with
observation was by Schmitz and Holland (1982), where the basic weakness of the
model runs (see also Holland, 1978, 1979) was found to be a short zonal penetration
scale for the Gulf Stream System and its associated eddy field (Holland and Schmitz,
1985). Later model-data intercomparisons based on eight-layer numerical experiments
yielded amplitudes and space and time scales similar to those observed near the mid-
latitude jets for both the North Pacific and the North Atlantic (Schmitz and Holland,
1986). As realistic coastlines and bottom topography were added to these and other
models, other problems have developed, notably with boundary current separation (see
also Spall, 1996a, b), boundary conditions (e.g., Chassignet and Gent, 1991), both
vertical and horizontal resolution issues (e.g., Barnier et ai., 1991; Beckmann et aI.,
1994; and Böning and Budich, 1992), and various parameter choices. The effect of
horizontal resolution on penetration scale and on the relationship between the general
circulation and the eddy field (Hurlburt et aI., 1996; Schmitz and Thompson, 1993;
Thompson and
Schmitz, 1989;
Thompson et ai. ,
1992) can be deci-
sive. Some numeri-
cal model-related
results for the eddy
field are shown in
Figures I-I 04
through I-107. In
Figure I-I 04, the
observed vertical
distribution of eddy
kinetic energy at a
site near the Gulf
Stream (mooring 780
plus drifter data) was
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Figure 1-10 I: Eddy kinetic energy (cm2 s-2) in the vicinity of
the DWBC along 26.5°N, according to Lee et 01. (1990).
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Figure 1-104: The vertical structure in the Gulf Stream (mooring 780 +
drifter data), compared with results from a particular numerical experi-
ment, 8L-1 0; see Schmitz and Holland (1986).
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Figure 1-105: Another intercomparison of model and observed vertical
structure in the GSS by Schmitz and Holland (1986); now the site is "SS°w."
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favorably intercompared with a particular (labeled 8L-lO) numerical experiment
(Schmitz and Holland, 1986), ditto in Figure I-l05 (the site is 55°W). Spectral inter-
comparisons are shown in Figure I-106. Figure 107 contains energy budget (conver-
sion) diagrams for two-layer numerical experiments by Schmitz and Thompson (1993).
For the case shown in Figure I-l07: (a) as the horizontal resolution was increased from
20 km (Run 9.3) to 10 km (Run 9.4), the total EKE (eddy kinetic energy increased by a
factor of about 2) and the nature of the energy transfer terms changed qualitatively;
and (b) moving from 10 km (run 9.4) to 5 km horizontal resolution (Run 2.0) changes
in overall energy or nature of energy budget were small. For the highest resolution
runs, the dominant eddy-related energy transfers were (i) from mean kinetic energy
(MKE1) to eddy kinetic energy (EKE1) in the upper layer and (ii) from mean potential
energy (MPE) to eddy potential energy (EPE) to eddy kinetic energy (EKE2) in the
lower layer, with some secondary transfer from upper layer eddy kinetic energy to
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Figure 1-107: An energy budget diagram from the results of Schmitz and Thompson (1993), where the
variety of symbols used, which are standard, are defined; also please see text.
eddy potential energy to lower layer eddy kinetic energy. In the lower layer, eddy
kinetic energy was also converted to mean kinetic energy (MKE2).
Some of the biggest problems with numerical eddy-resolving experiments have
continued to be their abilty to simulate separation (or path location) and zonal pen-
etration for the Gulf Stream (and to some extent the Kuroshio) realistically (Schmitz
and Holland, 1982; Holland and Schmitz, 1985; Schmitz and Thompson, 1993;
Hurlburt et ai., 1996). The influence of the DWBC on a model-derived path of the Gulf
Stream and associated eddy field has been discussed by several authors (Ezer and
Mellor, 1992; Holland and Bryan, 1994; Mellor et ai., 1982; Thompson and Schmitz,
1989; Spall, 1996a, b). The eddy field on global scale wil be discussed in some detail in
Volume III, as wil the role of the thermohaline circulation.
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I O. Brief Summary
In this volume (I) of my final report to ONR I have discussed the low-frequency large-scale circulation f the North Atlantic cean, nd to som  extent the global oce n,
from an observational point of view. This includes the general circulation and the
mesoscale eddy field. Emphasis is on those circulation features I am personally most
familiar with, from having worked on them during my career.
The eddy field in the North Atlantic (see previous sections) and to some extent in
the global ocean (Schmitz, 1996) is comparatively well documented at this time. Me-
soscale eddies are formed by instabilty processes in strong currents and can be
trapped to these strong currents or can propagate into other oceanic areas; this leads
to order of magnitude variability in KE and PE moving away from strong currents.
Spectral shape is comparatively homogeneous within and near these strong currents.
In the early days of the modern observational description and dynamical investigation
of the eddy field, it was thought that eddies might strongly influence the general circu-
lation in the interior of subtropical gyres. But this perspective has been set aside;
rather, the primary role of eddies in the general circulation (that have been identified)
takes place in the vicinity of strong currents. Eddies act as an energy sink for the mean
circulation in strong currents as a result of their formation (Spall (1996a, b, c) has
suggested that energy exchange with eddies can be the primary "dissipative mecha-
nism" for strong frontal currents, with transfer down spatial scales and bottom friction
being important in the eddies themselves). Secondly, eddies may be rectified to at least
partially drive recirculations (Schmitz et ai., 1983; Spall (1992) has identified a ther-
modynamic mechanism as well). In the GSS, there are both northern and southern
recirculations. My guess is that the northern recirculation is primarily eddy-rectifica-
tion-driven, whereas in the south wind and thermohaline forcing and inertial effects
also playa significant role in this recirculation. A "new" idea put forth in this report
volume is that the Subpolar Gyre System may also be thought of as a strong current
(the North Atlantic Current) with a southern (the Newfoundland Basin Eddy, see e.g.,
Mann, 1967) and a northern recirculation, the Subpolar Gyre proper. There is also the
possibility (that needs to be explored much further) that eddies also act as "mixing
agents" near deep strong currents and near the bottom. All in all, the mesoscale eddy
field is adequately (:I 25%, say, on average) described and understood in general terms
at first order in the World's Oceans. However, there are stil unresolved issues, and
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numerical models are lagging (relative to what I would have thought based on Schmitz
and Holland (1986), oops, wrong again!) in their ability to agree with observational
detail as these models become more complex. Computer time / grid resolution issues
may be the limiting factor now for eddy-resolving model runs; "mixing" parameteriza-
tions might be the ultimate choke points for general circulation models.
The general circulation of the North Atlantic has proven more difficult to get a
good first order (~ :: 25%) description of than is the case for the mesoscale eddy field.
On the other hand there have been several successes in the recent past (see for ex-
ample, Hogg and Johns, 1995, and McCartney, 1994), and "new" large field programs
are providing a much better observational base for the large scale circulation in the
North Atlantic, and in other oceans as welL. In Volume I, I have provided several new
(or updated) summary pictures for the North Atlantic Circulation (I-2l, 22, 51, 86, 89),
along with historical and global contexts. Figures I-I, I-12 and 1-9l are new global
summaries. This wil all be discussed further in Volume III.
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This is the first volume of a "final report" that summarizes, often in a speculative vein, what I have learned over
the past 35 years or so about large-scale, low-frequency ocean currents, primarily with support from the Offce of
Naval Research (ONR). I was also fortunate to have been partially supported by the National Science Foundation
and, during the preparation of this report, by the Clark Foundation.
This report is meant to be an informal, occasionally. anecdotal, state-of-the-art summary account of the World
Ocean Circulation (WOC). Seemingly simple questions about how ocean currents behave, such as where various
brands of sea water are coming from and going to, have been exciting and diffcult research topics for many years.
This report is not remotely about "all" of the WOC, it is simply a set of comments about what I have looked into. I
believe that the results in this report, although presented in a personal way, are consistent with community wisdom.
The report is intended to be readable by non-specialists who have a basic scientific/technical background, especially
in other oceanographic areas or meteorology or physics or the geophysical disciplines, not just by specialists in
physical oceanography. Anyone wishing to get spun up on the observational basis for the WOC could use this report
and associated reference lists as a starting point.
Volume I concentrates on the North Atlantic Ocean although there is preliminary discussion of global features.
Highlights of this global summary are a new type of composite schematic picture of the World Ocean Circulation in
its "upper layers" (Figure I-I) and new summaries (Figures 1-12, 21,91) of the global "thermohaline" circulation.
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Upper layer transports for the North Atlantic circulation in circles (in Sverdrups). Transports in squares
denote sinking and a hexagon denotes entrainment. Red lines denote the replacement flow for the
meridional cell involving NADW, the latterfomiation being shown in blue boxes attached to dashed red
lines, which indicate that signifcant cooling may take place. Solid green lines characterize the
subtropical gyre and recirculations as well as the Newfoundland Basin Eddy. Dashed blue lines denote
the addition of Mediterranean Water to the system.
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